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ABSTRACT 
Anwar Hobrom, May 1996 
University of Kansas 
An Analysis of the Arabic Pidgin Spoken by 
Indian Workers in Saudi Arabia 
This thesis aims at describing and analyzing the 
Arabic Pidgin spoken by Indian workers in Saudi Arabia. It 
consists of four chapters and three appendices. Chapter One 
is an introduction to the study that includes various 
topics such as a description of the subjects, data, and 
Arabic. Chapter Two is a phonological account of the speech 
of the subjects with rules, error classification, examples, 
and conclusions. Three particular processes are discussed: 
substitution, insertion, and deletion. Chapter Three 
contains a discussion about some syntactic structures found 
in the subjects' speech as well as a morphological 
analysis. Three patterns are analyzed in the syntactic 
part: copula insertion, preposing, and agreement problems. 
Furthermore, an extensive morphological description is 
provided. Chapter Four is a conclusion which includes the 
results of the study and some generalizations. The first 
appendix contains a transcript of tape recordings of 
spontaneous conversations between the subjects and their 
Arabic-speaking interviewers. The second appendix contains 
the data organized in lists and tables. The third appendix 
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1.1. Purpose of study 
This cross-linguistic research aims at describing and 
analyzing the Arabic pidgin spoken by Indian workers in 
Saudi Arabia. The subjects have acquired Arabic as a second 
language spontaneously via communication with native 
speakers of Saudi Arabic. None of these workers has gone to 
special classes to learn the language. They all had to be 
self-dependent and develop their own language skills. 
This investigation of Second Language Acquisition 
(henceforth SLA) by adults focuses particularly on the 
spoken target language. The range and type of linguistic 
information, therefore, are limited and can be useful in 
particular if analyzed phonologically and syntactically, 
and morphologically. 
1.2. Organization 
Chapter One contains this introduction to the study 
including various topics such as a brief description of the 
subjects, data, and Arabic. Chapter Two is a phonological 
account of the speech of the subjects with rules, error 
classification, and conclusions. Chapter Three contains a 
discussion about some syntactic structures found in the 
subjects' speech as well as a morphological analysis. 
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Chapter Four is a conclusion that includes the results of 
the study and some generalizations. Finally, I have 
included a number of appendices at the end of the thesis. 
The first appendix contains a transcript of tape recordings 
of spontaneous conversations between native speakers of 
Arabic using "foreigner talk" and the subjects of the 
study. All the conversations are translated into English 
and transcribed phonetically. The second appendix contains 
the data gathered from the subjects in the shape of lists 
and tables, and the third is a collection of the phonetic 
charts of the informants' speech. 
1.3. Data 
The data analyzed in this research are taken from free 
conversations between the seven subjects on one hand and 
two speakers of Saudi Arabic on the other hand. 1 The taping 
of the conversations took place in a town in Northwestern 
Saudi Arabia at the subjects' workplace and in a house that 
belongs to one of the native speakers. The target language 
(TL) in this study is spoken Saudi Arabic. A translation, 
literal and free, is provided for the Arabic material. In 
the process of data collection, the approach was mainly 
based on neutral observation, which involves the audio-
recording of interactions between native and non-native 
speakers of the TL, where the researcher is not present. 
It should be noted that the inferences and results of 
1 Using initials, I am referring to the seven subjects of this study as: A, B, Bas, 
H, o, Q, and W. The initials for the two native speakers of Arabic are: Ah and I. 
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this study are based on the examination of a text, i.e., 
the recorded (transcribed) data. However, the data 
elicitation procedure is not considered to be 
representative of an informant's normal use of the TL 
because his attention is drawn more to the form than the 
function. This may result in an informant's becoming more 
aware of aspects of linguistic communication, which will 
activate his conscious control devices. 
The short-encounter type of data in this study 
consists basically of conversations, i.e., a type of verbal 
interaction which is as close as possible, given the 
circumstances, to everyday conversations the informant 
would have within his social environment, and is loosely 
and cautiously guided by the interviewers. The informant 
should not feel too disturbed by the fact that he is being 
recorded and is talking to people from a different social 
environment. He should feel free to display his full 
competence, both with respect to verbal skills and to the 
subject matter. 
1.4. Subjects 
As a rule, foreign workers do not speak or understand 
the language of their new social environment when they 
arrive (Perdue 1984: 1); there are some exceptions, though, 
as in the situation of the Muslim Indian workers who mostly 
have at least sufficient knowledge of Arabic that allows 
them to read and recite the Holy Quran to fulfill their 
religious duties. 
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Another crucial factor to be considered in setting up 
criteria to judge the subjects' linguistic level is the 
period spent by every one of them in the host environment. 
In general, none of the subjects went to school to learn 
Arabic after their arrival in the target language country. 
Perdue (1984: 1-2) states that "in their daily lives, 
foreign workers acquire what is most urgently needed, and 
some even attain a certain level of fluency. But normally, 
their acquisition slows down and even stops at a level that 
is far removed from the language of the world they have to 
live in." This has social and educational consequences. 
Socially, foreign workers are strongly disadvantaged 
by their language problems. This affects their social life 
including interacting with people around them, court 
situations, and dealing with the authorities. 
From an educational point of view, changing the status 
quo of foreign workers would require intensive language 
teaching programs which are, in most cases, difficult to 
establish due to economic and resource reasons. 
Furthermore, there are attitudinal problems 




The most important motivation that led to the 
selection of this type of topic for my thesis is the mere 
fact that almost everything a foreign worker learns is 
acquired through communication. The worker has a strange 
situation in this case: in order to communicate, he has to 
learn the language, and in order to learn the language, he 
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has to communicate. Therefore the worker in initial stages 
may resort to non-linguistic communicative strategies such 
as iconic gestures, pointing, etc. He may also use his 
first language skills even if he has to use expressions or 
structures from that language. 2 Another gateway for him in 
this phase is to use a third language known to him as well 
as the other party of the communication line. Not 
surprisingly, English is usually that neutral medium of 
communication. 
One common characteristic among the subjects of this 
study is the fact that no matter how long each one of them 
has been living in the host country of the TL, all of them 
have a certain type of difficulty in making themselves 
clear and understood despite acquiring certain linguistic 
skills. The effect of interference will be noted in some 
cases and will be mentioned in the conclusion. 
1.5. SLA under scrutiny 
An important feature of spontaneous SLA is that 
different people master the language in different ways and 
at different levels. Some learners reach a native-like 
variety; others will stick to a very limited number of 
vocabulary items and a few elementary syntactic 
constructions. Besides, between these two extremes there 
are various degrees of language mastery that could be 
ascribed to different speakers. 
2 The native languages of my subjects are: Kannada, spoken by B and Bas; Tamil, 
spoken by H and O; and Malayalam, spoken by A, Q, and W. 
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Mastering a language requires skills of various 
sorts--including the ability to produce and recognize 
certain sounds and prosodic patterns, the ability to recall 
lexical items, and to put them into well-organized 
sequences, and the ability to keep the communication lines 
open by making sure the speaker and listener understand 
each other using confirmation checks and other strategies. 
In the phonological area, there are certain 
determining factors in acquisition that help in building 
cognitive and perceptual skills of the learner. These 
factors include the ability to break up sequences of sounds 
into smaller units, the ability to discriminate among 
sounds, and the ability to produce combinations of various 
sounds. 
Another major difference between formal SLA teaching 
and spontaneous (natural) SLA is in the input to which the 
learner is exposed. In the former case, the input would 
approximately correspond to the syllabus and the teacher's 
own use of the TL. For the latter case, however, we need to 
know what varieties of the TL are spoken in the learner's 
environment and whether TL native speakers address the 
learner in the same way they address other TL native 
speakers--in other words, to what extent "foreigner talk" 
is used by native speakers. 
The TL learner in such a situation is usually faced 
with an analytic problem of decomposing stretches of TL 
speech into smaller units resulting sometimes in developing 
formulaic utterances. In order to solve the analytic 
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problem, the learner cannot rely on the structure of the TL 
since this is exactly what he has to analyze. His 
decomposition may be guided by various phonological clues, 
such as pauses, intonation breaks, etc. which mark 
boundaries in the speech stream. In addition, he may apply 
some of his SL strategies such as looking for the verb or 
information that stands out in order to analyze the input 
addressed to him. 
The native speaker's reactions strongly affect the 
learner's progress in acquiring the TL. Misunderstanding 
results from having a linguistically hostile environment in 
which the native speaker views the learner as incompetent 
or inferior. This may have a positive or negative effect on 
the learner, either making him linguistically more aware 
and consciously more prepared-to learn the TL, or leading 
him to avoid all but inevitable linguistic contact with 
native speakers thus provoking early fossilization. Most of 
the subjects of this study have fossilized repertoires. 
Having finished the analytic task, the learner, then, 
turns to the synthetic problem, that is, the task of 
arranging the items he has acquired to form meaningful 
utterances. In doing so, he follows grammatical, functional 
and more abstract principles. 
Second language learners have access to Universal 
Grammar's principles either indirectly, through the facts 
of their native language, or directly in much the same way 
as do child first language learners (Gass 1989: 5). Since 
we want to characterize the competence acquired by a second 
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language learner, we will need formalisms. No one would 
think of talking about inter language phonology without 
using phonetic symbols and formal phonological rules or 
about interlanguage syntax without using syntactic rules. 
A second language learner might gain nothing from 
language universals in the acquisition process. What the 
learner has to work with is input plus innate competence. 
A learner might gain some knowledge of these universals, 
but that knowledge certainly is not innate and is not 
provided in the input (Gregg 1989: 30). 
1.6. cultural background & understanding 
The learner of a new language uses assumptions and 
interpretative strategies acquired in his primary 
socialization in order to make sense of the input that he 
encounters. This applies to his understanding of both 
verbal and non-verbal events. In the early stages of 
acquisition the universal aspects of gesture and body 
language will serve as important aids for him. 
One strategy used by the learner to enhance 
understanding is to look for important words. The learner 
may use some clues to help him do that. One clue is the 
extra-linguistic context in which the message is uttered. 
A spoken form can be associated with an entity by gesture: 
in the workplace, for example, objects which serve in the 
accomplishment of the work may be named with an 
accompanying gesture, and these name-gesture combinations 
will occur frequently in the early stages. If this 
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hypothesis turns out to be true, then we may expect some 
reflections of it in the informant's production, which 
would then consist of essentially noun-based utterances. 
Another clue leading to mutual understanding is the 
use of formulaic expressions. 3 Formulaic expressions such 
as "excuse me", "how are you," etc. may be acquired as 
memorized sequences of sounds with specific intonation 
contours. In addition, prosody, in particular emphatic 
stress and tone of voice, may well serve generally as clues 
to the importance of words in utterances and specifically 
to signal new information. 
1.7. Feedback process 
Feedback mechanisms used to check mutual comprehension 
between the speaker and the listener are an important 
device that enhances acquisition especially in the early 
stages. Two aspects of feedback are: 
a . Eliciting :feedback: This can be done by feedback 
elicitators such as tag questions and particles like 
"right?" and "eh?". Feedback can also be elicited non-
verbally, e.g. by a head nod. 
b. Giving feedback: Feedback can be given using particles 
specific to different languages. English examples are 
"yeah, yes, mm". Feedback is also given non-verbally. 
3 Formulaic expressions are unanalyzed wholes whose form is invariant and which are used 
to fulfill certain important functions in TL communication. 
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Moreover, feedback processes also include corrections, 
repeats and repairs from both speaker and hearer. 
1. B. A brief description o:E Arabic 
Arabic is spoken by nearly 200 million people spread 
over an enormous geographical area from Morocco to the 
borders of Iran, from the Russian steppes to South of the 
Sahara. It is also the language of the Quran, the Holy Book 
of the world-wide Islamic religion. It is known, too, that 
the Arabic script or adaptation of it provides the written 
shape of a number of languages such as Kurdish, Sindhi, and 
Persian. 
Arabic is not an easy language for an adult to learn. 
Learners of Arabic are usually faced with grammatical and 
phonological difficulties. 
1. B. 1. De:Eini ti on o:E Modern Standard Arabic 
Modern Standard Arabic is the contemporary form of 
Classical Arabic, a language that was codified by the Arab 
grammarians and philologists during the early period of 
Islam. Classical Arabic was basically the language of pre-
I sl amic literature, the Quran, and the Arabic literature 
written subsequent to the advent of Islam. Several factors, 
including the rapidly increasin9 sophistication of the life 
of the Arab nation and the changing nature of language, 
have led to the emergence of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), 
which is used as a formal language across the Arab world. 
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It is noteworthy that MSA is acquired by children not 
at home but at school. At home the child learns a regional 
variety of Arabic, e.g. Saudi Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, etc. 
Regional and social dialects exist all over the Arab world, 
but all of these dialects are superseded by MSA, which is 
used as a lingua franca among all Arabs. 
1.8.2. Tense and aspect in MSA 
The concepts of tense and aspect in MSA had not been 
clearly defined and adequately analyzed. Old and new 
studies of the Arabic verb and its temporal and aspectual 
values were conducted within the framework of the 
traditional methods of linguistic analysis which emphasized 
form rather than meaning. In fact, the tense-aspect system 
of MSA is a matter of semantics and morphosyntax rather 
than morphology, as shown in the following description. 
The Arabic verb is divided into two aspects. The 
first, called the perfect, expresses an act that is 
finished and completed in relation to other acts. The 
second, called the imperfect, expresses an act that is 
unfinished and that is just commencing or in progress. 
Another approach of looking at the Arabic verb is to 
consider meaning as well as time. Thus, tense in MSA could 
be defined in light of the generative semanticists' concept 
of tense as an essential semantic category that pertains to 
the semantic structure of the sentence, and basically 
expresses time in its three universal spheres: present, 
past, and future. Therefore, the Arabic verb could be 
categorized as: past, present, and imperative. 
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Tense in MSA can be mani£ested using several means. 
Among these are the form of the verb alone, the form of the 
verb plus an auxiliary verb, the form of the verb plus a 
temporal adverbial, and the form of the verb plus a 
particle or other lexical and contextual means. 
Arabic is considered to have a limited tense system, 
where an inflected verb has primarily aspect-marking. 
Inflection seems to be acquired very late in general when 
learning Arabic as a second language. Tense usage depends 
on specific discourse types or different functions. In 
early learner varieties, tense usually plays a minor role; 
its functions are partially taken over by adverbials. 
1. 8. 3. The morphology of the Arabic verb 
The verbal system of MSA is very rich and flexible. 
Traditionally, the Arabic verb is divided into two types: 
basic and derived. The basic verb may consist of 3 or 4 
consonants, such as [kataba] ~ "to write", and [tarcf3ama] ~,;; 
"to translate." The three-letter root is referred to as the 
traditional form, and the four-letter root is called the 
quadri-radical form. All of the other verbal forms are 
derived from the basic verb through the addition of one, 
two, or three letters. 
In classical Arabic, fifteen forms could be derived 
from the traditional root and four forms from the quadri-
radical one. In MSA, however, only ten forms are derivable 
from the former and three forms from the latter. The other 
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forms have become unproductive or archaic due to the 
changing nature of the language. All types of verbs are 
inflected according to person (first, second, third) . 
number (singular, dual, plural), gender {masculine, 
feminine), and mood (indicative, jussive, subjunctive, 
imperative). 
Usually, affixes are added to a root to indicate any 
of the above features. These affixes are used as markers of 
person, number, gender, and, mood. They are not pronouns 
that stand for subjects. It is true that the verb [kasara]~ 
could be translated literally into English as "he broke" 
but this does not mean that the suffix [-a] is a pronoun-
subj ect. The suffix [-a] expresses a cluster of concepts, 
viz., person, number, and gender. The actual subject of 
[kasara] ~ is a covert pronoun understood from the markers 
of person, number, and gender as well as from the context 
if the verb occurs alone without any overt subject. 
Otherwise the subject of [kasara] ~ is an overt noun or 
pronoun. 
1. B. 4. Word order in Arabic 
Arabic is flexible with regard to the linear order of 
words in a sentence. The VSO word order is the main 
(canonical) order in MSA. However, other word orders are 
also common in the language. ·The SVO order is used in 
equational sentences, newspaper headlines, or when the 
subject needs to be emphasized. In addition, the VOS order 
occurs mainly if the object is a pronominal suffix that 
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cannot stand by itself and has to be attached (cliticized) 
to the end of the verb. 
1.8.5. The Arabic sound system 
The sound system of Arabic consists of the following 
consonants and vowels: 
Consonants: The twenty-eight Arabic consonants are grouped 
here for convenience into two groups, i.e., those similar 
to English and those for which there are no English 
equivalents. Most Arabic sounds, however, are similar to 
English sounds. 
a. Arabic consonants Similar to English consonants: 
/b ~I m r1 d JI n U1 f ~I s c.>"1 h .A1 t U1 d.3 [1 z )1 k ~I w Ji I Ji j <11 0 :i, e 6, I JU I 
b. Arabic consonants with no English equivalent: 
Ir .)1 ) ti 7 l, q J, d' o-0, t' ..b, 11 c:• s' 00, y e_, O' Jo, x t 14 
Ferguson (1956: 16-24) discusses the existence of an 
"emphatic" or velarized It/ in Classical Arabic and the 
modern dialects. This sound is generally regarded as an 
allophone of the usual Ill, not an independent phoneme. 
However, Ferguson argues that emphatic I+/ is a phoneme and 
he provides some examples in favor of his arguments. 
4 ' . The consonants with the diacritic "" are termed pharyngealized or velarized. 
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Vowels: There are two sets of vowels in Arabic: short 
vowels and long vowels. 
a. Short vowels: Short Vowels are roughly similar to 
English. This similarity is intended only as a general 
guide to pronunciation. They may differ in quality and they 
may behave differently under certain conditions. Unlike 
English which tends to obscure vowels in unstressed 
syllables, Arabic attaches equal significance to all 
similar vowels. The Arabic vowels, in general, are 
pronounced with more advanced tongue root (ATR) than the 
English vowels. 
The short vowels for Modern standard Arabic are: 
Jal as in /kataba/ ~ "he wrote" 
IJ.1 as in /bmti/ ~ "my daught.er" 
Jul as in /kuntol ~ "I was" 
b. Long vowels: The Modern Standard Arabic long vowels are: 
/031 as in /n03)1m/ r-cl.J "soft" 
Iii as in /)arid'/ 
Jul as in J)arus/ 
· "wide" ~j-C. 
U"JJ-C. "bride" 
Lengthening a vowel can change the meaning of a word. For 
example, /katabal ~ means "he wrote", and /kcetaba/ y.'.l\S means 
"he corresponded." 
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c. Diphthongs: /aII and /awl are encountered in the literary 
and spoken language, although in the latter the 
pronunciation is apt to range from /aII (as in the English 
word bite} to /awl (as in the English word house) or /el (as 
in the English word bait) or lo/ (as in the English word 
boat) • 
Stress: In Saudi Arabic there are three phonetic degrees of 
stress: primary ['], secondary ['], and weak [''] . These 
lexical stresses are always determined by the structure of 
the word. The rules for the placement of lexical stress are 
as follows: 
1. The first occurrence of VCC or VV from the end of the 
word receives primary stress: 
a. In words including only one occurrence of VCC or 
VV, other vowels before or after the occurrence 
receiving primary stress take weak stress. 
Example: [ma'dra"sa"] L.).Li "school". 
b. In words including more than one occurrence of 
VCC or VV, the first occurrence from the end of 
the word receives primary stress, and the second 
receives secondary stress. Other vowels in the 
word receive weak stress. 
Example: [m'fia"lla'mha"] ~ "we learn it". 
2. Words that do not include the occurrence of VCC or VV 
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take primary stress on the first vowel from the 
beginning of the word, and weak stress on the rest. 
Example: [ka'ta"'b~f'] ~ "he wrote". 
1.8.6. Difficulties inherent in Arabic: 
There are some problem areas inherent in the Arabic 
language that have been proven to cause difficulties for 
learners of Arabic. These problems can be summarized in the 
following points: 
• long versus short vowels 
• consonants that have no equivalent in the learner's 
native language. 
• velarized (pharyngealized) consonants (/t', O'/ .b , J;, ••• ) 
• placement of the adjective after the noun 
• concepts of the root system 
1.9. Foreigner Tal.k in Arabic 
Among the "simplifying processes" identified by almost 
all of the researchers. on Foreigner Talk {FT) are the 
following: 
1. At the phonological level, use of: 
a. slower rate of speech, 
b. louder amplitude of voice, and 
c. clear articulation with more and longer pauses at 
constituent boundaries, and higher frequency of 
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unreduced vowels and consonant clusters. 
2. At the lexical level, use of: 
a. common general vocabulary, 
b. paraphrasing, 
c. minimal amount of idiomatic phrases, 
d. minimal amount of compound words, 
e. stylistically neutral vocabulary, which is preferred 
to socially, regionally, or emotionally marked 
vocabulary, and 
f. situational ties to concrete factors, such as 
refraining from using indefinite pronouns and adverbs. 
3. At the syntactic level, use of: 
a. shorter sentences in terms of words per sentence, 
b. well-formed sentences, 
c. very few unfinished sentences, 
d. few subordinate clauses, and 
e. more present tense, indicative mood, and active form. 
4. At the discourse level, use of: 
a. more expansion of the non-native speaker's previous 
utterance, 
b. more confirmation checks, 
c. more comprehension checks,. 
d. more clarification requests, 
e. more self-repetitions, 
f. more other-repetitions, and 
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g. more topic-initiation moves. 
The simplifying processes associated with the FT of 
native speakers of Arabic when talking to non-native 
speakers include: 
1. At the phonological level: 
a. slower rate of speech delivery, 
b. more use of primary stress in a single T-unit, 5 
c. fewer phonological processes, and 
d. more use of unfilled and filled pauses. 
2. At the morphological/lexical level: 
a. a lower type-token ratio, 6 
b. more lexical elaboration, 
c. more use of pro-forms, and 
d. more use of foreign words. 
3. At the syntactic level: 
a. a shorter mean length in words of multi-clause T-
units, 
b. a longer mean length in words of single-clause T-
units, 
5 AT-unit (short for terminable unit) is a minimal unit constituting a complete 
sentence, consisting of one independent clause and any dependent clauses 
connected to it; used as a measure of the structural complexity of sentences. 
6 The lower type-token ratio and more use of foreign words in Arabic FT are in 
conformity with the results of previous research on FT in other languages. 
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c. a smaller number of S-nodes7 per T-unit, and 
d. less use of variant word orders. 
4. At the discourse level: 
a. more decomposition {clarification), 
b. more comprehension checks, 
c. more self-repetitions, and 
d. more other repetitions. 
1.10. Pid.ginization in Saudi Arabic 
Saudi Arabia is host to millions of foreign workers 
who have jobs in a wide range of fields. A large part of 
this comrnuni ty of guest workers comes from the Indian 
subcontinent and is the focus of this thesis. 
Everyday interaction betw~en Indian workers and their 
employers or members of the environment created a situation 
in which these guest workers have to communicate with the 
native speakers of Saudi Arabic. In addition to the 
indigenous vernacular Saudi Arabic, many other languages 
and language varieties and registers play a role in this 
complex comrnuni ty. They include English, various other 
Arabic vernaculars, and the plethora of Indian languages 
used among the immigrant communities themselves including 
Hindi/Urdu, which has the status of a lingua franca among 
them (Smart 1990: 84). This situation has led to the 
7 The number of S-nodes is figured out by counting the number of verbs in a 
T-unit. 
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As I mentioned in the introduction, interference from 
the subjects' native languages occurs on all levels of the 
target language: phonological, syntactic, morphological, 
lexical, and semantic. However, our concern in this thesis 
is limited only to the first two. In this chapter we look 
at the phonological level. 
Differences in linguistic structures play a major role 
in the quantitative and qualitative aspects of borrowing 
and interference. Languages are systems which have 
structures, and things incompatible with those structures 
cannot be borrowed. Interference increases as the 
differences between two language systems increase; this is 
due to the existence in each language of a greater number 
of exclusive forms in phonology, syntax, and lexicon. 
It is the social context, not the structure of the 
languages involved, that determines the direction and the 
degree of interference. Both the linguistic systems of the 
languages involved and the social context determine the 
amount and types of borrowing and interference which occur. 
Indeed, the degree of interference varies from speaker 
to speaker and from level to level. Phonetic interference, 
however, is, expectedly, quite prominent in all speakers. 
Most second language speakers are readily identifiable as 
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to origin by their accent. In addition, interference occurs 
at both the segmental and suprasegmental levels. 
At the segmental level, phonological errors can be 
classified into three categories: substitution, insertion, 
and deletion. 
2 .1. Substitution. Many SA vowels and consonants are 
replaced with vowels from the subject's native language 
that share most of their features. First, we start by 
taking a look at the vowels. 
2. 1. 1. Vowels 
The vowel system in Modern Standard Arabic is very 
simple. There are only three short vowels and three long 
vowels. However, in Saudi Arabic, a local dialect and a 
variety of MSA, there are more vowels than MSA, and the 
distribution of the vowels is more diversified. This may be 
one of the reasons why the speakers in this study use 
different vowels from the original ones in some instances. 
It should be noted, however, that the alterations below of 
the vowels do not follow a consistent pattern. In other 
words, there are no certain environments in which these 
vowel changes occur; the distribution of the vowels is in 
free variation. Based on that, I did not consider the 
existence of particular phonological conditions for vowel 
changes. I think it would be sufficient just to mention the 
nature of the vowel change and list an example of it. 
However, I try to account for consonant changes as fully as 
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possible taking into account such factors as the native 
language of the speaker, etc. The data below is organized 
such that the change equation is mentioned first followed 
by an example. In these examples, we see the word as 
produced by a native speaker of Arabic and then how this 
same word is produced by one of the subjects after applying 
the phonological change. Now let us see what SA vowels are 
produced differently by our subjects. 
( 1 a) Centralizing: [I] ~ [a] 
+ high 
- low 
- back --> 
[ 
- high ] 
- ATR + back 
- round 
An example of this vowel change comes from B in: 
musacf31I 
(I] ~ (a] 
musacf3al 









- hi ] 
+ low 
This vowel change is exemplified by H in: 
mcel1n "salty" 
(I] ~ (CB] 
malceh 
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--> [ ~+ ~~R l back 
The example here is from Bas in: 
1l?arb1)a "Wednesday" 
[I] ->- [A] 
1l?arbA) 
(ld) Lowering: [I] -->- [E] 
+ hi 
- low 
- back --> [ - hi 
- ATR 
- round 
From W we get this example: 
m1kaniki "mechanic" 
(I] 4- (E] 
mskrenik 






--> [ + ATR ] 
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Bas produces one example here: 
m1tr 
[I] -.- [i] 
mi tar 
(2a) Tensing: [a)_., [A) 
- hi 
- low --> 
- ATR 
- round 
The example here comes 
gab I 
[a] _., [A] 
QAbl 
(2b) Raising, Backing, 
- hi 
- low --> 
- ATR 
- round 
B has this example: 
"meter" 








ma Ji "walking" 




(2c) Lowering and Fronting: [a]~[~] 
- hi 
- low --> 
- ATR 
- round 
Here is an example by W: 
m1kaniki 
[a] _,, [ca] 
mskcenik 
"mechanic" 
English influence is probably the reason for this vowel 
change. 
(2d) Lowering, Backing, and Rounding: [a]~ [o] 
- hi [ : low ] - low --> back - ATR round 
- round 










H again provides this example: 
makinat "machine" 
[a] --). [a] 
makinat 
(2f) Raising and Fronting: [a]--). [I] 
- hi [ ~ - low --> h' ] - ATR b~ck 
- round 
And H gives us the last example in this vowel change: 
t'awwal "it lasted" 
[a] 4' (I) 
t'aWWII 






+ h' ] --> + b~ck 
+ round 






( 3b) Laxing: [A]~ [a] 
- hi 
- low --> [ - ATR ] 
+ ATR 
- round 
Bas gives us this example: 
s'Andug "box" 
[A]~ [a] 






~- h' ] b~ck 
ATR 
--> 
The example here is provided by B: 
t'Ala~ "it came up" 
[A] ~ [I] 
t'l:la~ 






--> [ - low ] 
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O presents our instance of this vowel change: 
hceOa "this" 
[re] -->- [a] 
had a 








+ back ] 
+ round 
Here H presents an example: 
zjceda "extra" 
[ce] -->- [o] 
zjora 






--> [ =_ ~~R ] 
round 
W presents this example: 
tu rm us 




(Sb) Lowering: [u] 4- [o] 
+ hi 
- low 
+ back --> [ - hi ] 
+ ATR 
+ round 
Q provides an example here: 
luya "language" 
[u] 4- [o] 
loya 
(Sc) E'ronting: [u] 4- [i] 
+ hi 
- low 
+ back --> [ - back ] + ATR - round 
+ round 
O has the only example in the data here: 
kullu "all of it" 
[u] 4- [i] 
kulli 







--> [ - long ] 
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This item is exemplified by W: 
Juf "see" 









An ex~mple by Bas is: 
no~ "kind" 
(o] --)> [a] 
na~ 






--> [ + hi ] 
We get our only example here from Q in: 
xof "fear" 
[o] --)> [o] 
xof 
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+ back ] - ATR 
+ round 
Only one example by O occurs here: 
nammad "Hammad" 8 
[a] --> [o] 
nammod 
(8) Diphthongizing: (e]->[a1] 





The change here could be related to the fact that this 
particular word is pronounced either way in some Arabic 
dialects. 
( 9) [aw)--> [o] 
The last case of vowel change occurs here in an instance 




8 A male proper name in Arabic. 
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2.1.2. Consonants 
Many SA consonants were also replaced by other 
consonants that share some of their features. For example, 
a voiced bilabial stop may be produced as a voiceless 
bilabial stop; or an affricate can be produced as a 
fricative, etc. In the following section, all the 
consonantal changes are listed showing the affected 
features of the phoneme. 






--> [ - voiced] 
An example of this devoicing process is produced by O: 
kuzbura "cilantro" 
[b] --)- [p] 
kuspura 
The voiced bilabial stop, [b], does not exist in Tamil, O's 
native language; it is, therefore, replaced by its 
voiceless counterpart, [p], which is a phoneme in Tamil. 
(lb) Nasali za ti on: [b] -->- [m] 
- son 




+ son ] 
nasal 
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Again, since [b] is not a phoneme in Tamil, another 
bilabial, [m], substitutes it. 











·o also produces this example: 
fi 
[f] -+ [b] 
bi 








--> [ + voiced ] 
This example is also presented by o: 
fi "there is" 
[f] ~ [v] 
vi 
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The voiceless labiodental fricative [f] does not exist in 
Tamil. However, its voiced counterpart [V] does. 
( 3a) [d] ~ [b] 
- cont --> 
[
- son l 
[ 
- cor ] 
+ cor + dist 
- dist 
H gives us this and the next two examples: 
[d] ~ [b] 
. ( 3b) [ d] ~ [r] 






r - son l 
l ~- ~~~t j dist 





~ [ + son ] 
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zjceda "extra" 
[d] ~ [r] 
zjcera 
In the last three consonant changes, H's native language, 
Tamil, does not contain [d]. Therefore, it is replaced, in 
some cases, by a Tamil phoneme such as [r] or [r]. 









The example here comes from W: 
xarmt' "turner" 
[t'] ~ [t] 
karmt 
[ 
- pharyngealized l 
- low 
- back 
Often, pharyngealized sounds of Arabic are simplified to 
non-pharyngealized ones. 









The first example is provided by A and B: 
[9] __.. [t] 








--> [ - dist ] 
Only H has an example here: 
11fladi9a 
· [9] __.. [s] 
adisa 








"Ha di tha" 9 
[ 
- ant ] 
+ hi 
One example only from Bas occurs here: 
111iadi9a "Haditha" 
[9] __.. U1 
liadifa 
9 A town in Northwestern Saudi Arabia near the Jordanian borders. 
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+ voiced ] 
- dist 
+ dist 
One example from O is presented here: 
8ald.3 "ice" 
[8] ~ [d] 
dald.3 
In the last four cases of consonant change, [9], a phoneme 
that does not exist in either of the native languagesof the 
informants, is changed to another phoneme that shares some 
phonetic features with it. 









Again, O contributes this example: 
18na~J "twelve" 
[8] ~ [t'] 
It'nA~J 
[
- cont l - dist 
+ pharyngealized 
This change could be due to the influence of some Arabic 
dialects that produce both pronunciations of the above 
word. 
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(6a) [O] -+ [d] 
- son 
+ cont 
+ voiced --> [ - cont ] 
+ ant - dist 
+ dist 













- cont ] 
- dist 
B produces this example here: 
O'Arb "hitting" 
[O'] -+ [d'] 
The second pronunciation is used in Standard Arabic and 
some Arabic dialects. 
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- cont l --> - dist 
- pharyngealized 
O presents this lone example: 
"Riyadh "10 
rija3d 
Pharyngealized phonemes are changed to non-pharyngealized 








[ ~ ~~~t l + hi 
One example is presented by Bas: 
ms1ktu "I caught it" 
[s] --)- U1 
mJ1ktu 
lO The Capital City of Saudi Arabia. 
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Q produces this example: 
Sikkin 
[s] --)> [z] 
Zikkin 








[ + voiced ] 
"knife" 
--> [ - pharyngealized ] 
The example here is presented by Bas: 
s'Abceli "morning" 
[s'] --)> [s] 
subah 
The pharyngealized sound is simplified to its non-
pharyngealized counterpart. 
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--> [ - voiced ] 
- hi 
- dist 




( 8b) [z]-+ [3] 
- son 
[ l + cont - ant - voiced --> + hi + ant + dist - hi 
- dist 





[Z] is rarely used in Kannada because it exists only in 
loanwords. Therefore, it is changed here to its voiceless 
counterpart [S] or to [3] . 
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- delayed release 
- dist 
--> 
Bas also gives us this example: 
traanzit "transit" 




+ delayed release 
+ dist 
+ hi 
This is an English word for which some English native 








--> [ ~ ~~~t l 
- hi 
A presents here one of his few examples: 
"trees" 
U1 -->- [s] 
sacf3ar 
Dravidian speakers do this often, having only [s] . 
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( 10 ) [k] ~ [g] 
- son 
- cont 




An example is presented here by Q: 
[k] ~ [g] 







This is from H: 
[g] ~ [k] 
rriAnki "monkey" 
mAngi 









--> [ - cont ] 
+ hi 
+ dist 
Here is an example by 0: 
s'Ayir 
[y]-->- [g] 









B & H share this example: 
xamsa "five" 
[x] -->- [k] 
kamsa 
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( 13b) [x] -->- [g] 
- son 
+ cont 




One example by W occurs here: 
[x]-->- [g] 









Q gives us the example here: 
xof "fear" 
[x] ~ [y] 
yof 
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0 provides this example: 
xamsa 
[x] ~ [h] 











+ voiced l - dist 
- hi 
And here is another example by O: 
xamsa "five" 
[x] ~ [l:f] 
l:famsa 
In the pevious five changes, [X], a non-Dravidian phoneme 
is changed to a sound that shares some phonetic features 
with it. 
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A has this example: 
--> 
[




[fl] --> [h] 









The example comes from H: 
1lnadi8a "Haditha" 
[li] --> [7] 
7adisa 
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[ ] - ant --> + dist - hi + hi 
- spread 
- dist 
There is one instance by H here: 
malibas "clasp" 
[li] ~ [x] 
maxbas 
In the' last three examples, the phoneme [n], which does not 
exist in the sound system of the Dravidian languages, is 
changed to some other sound. 









B presents this example: 
~jCBI "children" 
7aja31 
Dravidian languages do not contain the phoneme [~] . 
Therefore, it is replaced by the glottal stop (7]. 
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Only one occurrence of this item is provided by W: 
wa++Ah 
[+] ~ [I] 
wall a 






+ delayed release 
- dist 
This is an example by Q: 
Jac:f3ar 
[d3] ~ [3] 
fa3ar 
This kind of change is 




- delayed release ] 
+ cont 
predictable because [3] is 
allophone of the phoneme [c:i3J in some Arabic dialect. 
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an 






+ delayed release 
- dist 
And this example is by Bas: 
--> 
9ald3 "ice" 
[cf3] ~ [z] 
talz 
+ ant 
- delayed release 
+ cont 
- hi 
[Z] oc'curs only in loan words in Kannada. Since the above 
example is an Arabic word, the speaker might have dealt 











- delayed release ] 
+ dist 
The final example is also by Bas: 
"refrigerator" 
[d3] ~ hl 
2.2. Insertion. In many instances, the informants inserted 
a vowel between two consonants to break up a consonant 
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cluster that was hard to produce. The examples are as 
follows: 
(1) Insertion of [O] 
The first example we have for this vowel insertion comes 
from B in: 
hrub "running away" 
INSERTION RULE 
horub 




(2) Insertion of [a] 
There are five examples of this process. The first one 




The second instance is by Bas: 
nsit "I forgot" 
INSERTION RULE 
nasit 
A third example is also presented by Bas: 












( 3) Insertion of [I] 








A final example comes from H: 
miln \\Sa 1 t II 
INSERTION RULE 
m11Ili 
2.3. Deietion. There were some examples of deletion 
produced by the informants as follows: 
(1) Deletion of the definite article [al] or [II] or [I]: 
11 A City in Northwestern Saudi Arabia in which the subjects work and live. 
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(2) Deletion of [A] 




(3) Deletion of word-final sounds 









2.4. Classification of phonological changes 
by Bas: 
Having seen this number of individual errors in the 
informants' speech, we can now try to classify these errors 
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according to three criteria: native language of the 
informant, length of stay in the SL environment, and 
religion (Muslim vs. Non-Muslim). 
2.4.1. Classification according to native language 
Kannada speakers: Bas and B 
Total of errors in vowel production: 11 
Total of errors in consonant production: 18 
Tamil speakers: O and H 
Total of errors in vowel producton: 14 
Total of errors in consonant production: 27 
·Malayalam speakers: A, Q, and W 
Total of errors in vowel production: 11 
Total of errors in consonant production: 16 
Conclusion: Malayalam speakers produced the least number of 
phonological errors, followed by Kannada speakers. Tamil 
speakers, on the other hand made the most errors. 
2.4.2. Classification according to length of stay 
Informants who spent between three and six years in the SL 
environment: O, Bas, and W 
Total of errors in vowel production: 15 
Total of errors in consonant production: 32 
Informants who spent between thirteen and fourteen years in 
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the SL environment: H, A, Q, and B 
Total of errors in vowel production: 14 
Total of errors in consonant production: 20 
Conclusion: The informants who spent more time in the 
second language environment made less errors. 
2.4.3. Classification according to religion 
Muslims: H, O, A, and Q 
Total of errors in vowel production: 17 
Total of errors in consonant production: 29 
Non-Muslims: Bas, B, and W 
·Total of errors in vowel production: 15 
Total of errors in consonant production: 22 
Conclusion: The non-Muslim informants made less 
phonological errors than the Muslim informants. Since 
Muslim speakers are presumed to be more familiar with 
Arabic using it to fulfill their religious duties, this 
result entails that religion is not a crucial factor in 
acquiring a second language. 
2o5. Generalizations Based on our previous observations, 
several generalizations can be made regarding the causes of 
\ 
the phonological changes made by the informants. 
1. The voiceless dental fricative [0] is one of the 
difficult sounds to produce for the informants; it is 
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often substituted by other neighboring sounds such as 
[t, S, d, t', J] . 
2. Likewise, the voiced dental fricative [0] is usually 
replaced by [d] . 
3. Pharyngealization is often lost; e.g., [t']->- [t] . 
4. The voiced alveolar fricative [Z] is not an original 
phoneme in Hindi and some Dravidian languages. 
Therefore, it is sometimes replaced by [s,Q3,3]. 
5. The voiceless uvular fricative [X] is often replaced 
by other phonemes that are usually adjacent to its 
place of articulation such as [k,y,h,~1 9]. 
6. The voiceless pharyngeal fricative [~] is often 
replaced by [h, 7, X] • 
7. The voiced pharyngeal fricative [)] is often replaced 
by a glottal stop [7] . 
8. A vowel is often inserted between two consonants to 
break up a consonant cluster such as [hr], [bz], [lir], [ns], [tr], 
[Q3h], [yl], [gr], and [Iii]. 
9. The definite article in all its variations ([al], [II], 
and [I]) is often deleted due to its absence in the 
informants' native languages. 
10. Word-final sounds are sometimes deleted especially if 
the word is too long. _ 
11. The syllable structure is sometimes affected by 
insertion and deletion processes. 
12. No significant variations have been noted in stress 
patterns produced by the informants. Therefore, it is 
assumed that stress operates as in Saudi Arabic. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SYNTACTIC AND MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
3.1. Introduction 
If a speaker wishes to express an amount of complex 
information, he is faced with the "linearization problem", 
that of arranging the information in temporal order. Within 
the utterance, options have to be taken as to which item to 
place in utterance-initial position, utterance-second 
position, utterance-final position, etc. Utterances also 
have to be placed in temporal order with respect to each 
other. There is a distinction between the processes 
involved in the genesis of the ideas underlying speech 
(conceptualizing) and the processes involved in the choice 
of linguistic forms for their expression (formulating) . The 
development of communicative intentions, selection of 
information from the speaker's knowledge, and linearization 
of this information, belong to the former. 
In a given language., the linguistic devices available 
to indicate the thematic structure of an utterance, and the 
relative freedom of use of these devices, are by definition 
specific to that language. These phenomena constitute a 
large part of the analytic problem the learner is faced 
with in acquiring a specific language, and have to be 
inferred from the input. 
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There are three devices for signaling the thematic 
structure of utterances: word order, anaphoric linkage, and 
stress/intonation. 
Word order: Not all rules are created equal. Even if two 
languages share similar topicalization rules or have 
comparable pronoun systems, this does not mean that their 
speakers attach the same weight to these phenomena in 
production and comprehension. Semantic factors can lead 
speakers of each language to use a rule. 
Anaph9ric linkage: Once a referent has been introduced 
into a discourse by a speaker, 12 it may be taken up again in 
subsequent utterances by a more economical marker, for 
example a noun preceded by a definite article, a pronoun, 
or no form at all. 
Stress/intonation: This device can, in some languages, 
serve to indicate which elements in an utterance are more 
prominent, or noteworthy . 13 
If we consider the learner's early utterances, we 
notice that they are, in some intuitive sense, 
syntactically elementary, for example, a two-word utterance 
will be produced using either general principles such as 
going from given to new information, or grammatical devices 
12 A typical example is an indefinite NP. 
13 Typically, those elements represent new information. 
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used for structuring information in SL utterances. 14 
Whatever the semantic field, the learner's limited 
vocabulary will often not allow him to get his message 
across by precise lexical means. Consequently, he has to 
resort to what is termed "lexical gap fillers". 
The size of the vocabulary and the degree of 
differentiation is clearly related to the area in which 
language contact takes place, and its relevance to the 
speaker. The content of language contact situations and 
their relevance to the learner shape the content of the 
lexicon. The areas "work", "home", and "social relations" 
seem to be the most prominent fields where everyday 
language contact takes place in a continuous manner. 
3.2. Syntactic analysis 
In this chapter, I will examine three syntactic 
problems which occur in structures produced by the subjects 
very frequently comparing them to the corresponding native 
speaker's structures. 
The first structure involves the insertion of a copula 
between the external argument of the VP and the VP itself. 
This copula, the word fi, 15 is inserted unnecessarily even 
in very simple sentences. The use of fi as a copula is so 
developed that one must be tempted to consider two 
14 These two possibilities are not mutually exclusive. 
15 The word fi literally means existential there is/are. 
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implications that are evident from the examples given 
below: 
• Linguistic tension exists between the target language, 
Saudi Arabic which has no existential/attributive 
copula in the present tense, and the assumed substrate 
languages. (Urdu, etc.) which do. 
• Given that the copula is frequently used with 
verbal forms, are those forms really perceived as 
actually having true verbal force? (Smart 1990: 101). 
The second structure involves the process of fronting 
the internal argument of the VP to the [Spec, IP] position. 
This is very common among most of the subjects and other 
· speakers of this variety of Arabic. 
The third syntactic problem involves agreement. It is 
usually difficult for the speakers to produce the right set 
of agreement features that connects the verb to the 
subject. 
3.2.1. The copula insertion structure 
This type of insertion is present in a variety of 
structures. We examine a few of them here. The first 
structure is the negated sentence. Consider (la) produced 
by B: 
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(la) ana ma fi t'Affi 
I not there is turn off-imperative 
"I did not turn off ... " 
The TL version of (la) is (lb): 
( lb) ana ma t'Affet 
The copula fi shows up in (la) although it does not exist 
at all in (lb). Another thing that is noteworthy is the 
empty position of the internal argument of the VP. Despite 
the fact that the verb "turn off" takes two arguments, only 
the external argument, i.e. the subject of the sentence 
"I", is there. The direct object of the verb is missing. My 
interpretation is that the person supplying this example 
implied turning off the recorder because that is what the 
context was about. 
Our next example (2a) shows a simple sentence composed 
of a subject, a verb, and an adverbial adjunct. This 
example is taken from the input by the speaker Bas: 
(2a) ana fi fogl hncek 
I there is work there 
"I work there" 
The TL version of (2a) is (2b) : 
( 2b) ana aftay1l hncek 
The insertion of the copula in (2a) provokes the 
introduction of a NP instead of a VP. 
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The third type of sentences which the insertion of the 
copula affects is the sentences that contain genitive 
phrases. The following example (3a), which is produced by 
H illustrates this point: 
(3a) balad ana fi madros 
town I there is Madras 
"My (home) town is Madras" 
The TL version of (3a) is (3b) : 
( 3b) baladi madros 
First of all, the genitive phrase my town in (3a) is 
expressed as town I. As a result, the genitive phrase is 
divided structurally into two separated DP's instead of 
being one DP. 
Secondly, although Arabic allows verbless 
(equational) sentences, the input of the speakers contained 
such sentences as (3a) with a copula. However, the I' node 
is kept even in verbless sentences because it contains 
inflectional information such as tense, person, gender, and 
number. 
Our next speaker, W, also produces sentences of this 
type. (4a) illustrates: 
( 4a) ana fi m&kaanik 
I there is mechanic 
"I am a mechanic" 
The TL version of (4a) is (4b): 
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( 4b) ana m1kaniki 
The lack of the copula in Arabic may account for the use of 
fi in the place of the copula in the English equivalent. 16 
As in previous examples, the copula intervenes between the 
external argument of the sentence and its predicate 
(complement) . 
(Sa) is another example from W about fi in simple 
subject-verb sentences: 
(Sa) ana fi nasit 
I there is forgot-I 
"I forgot" 
The native speaker's version of (Sa) is {Sb): 
(Sb) nsit 
The overuse of the fi-insertion structure extends to the 
simplest, most basic types of sentences. In this example, 
fi is inserted between the emphatic first external argument 
of the VP and the VP itself. As is clear from (Sb), the 
copula is excessive and does not exist in the TL structure. 
Our last example, (6a), comes from the speaker Q: 
{ 6a) ana fi xof 
I there is fear 
"I am afraid" 
16 Compare (4a) and (4b). 
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The TL version of (6a) is (6b): 
{ 6b) ana xcejif 
As we saw in (2a), the insertion of the copula immediately 
after the external argument of the sentence {the subject} 
causes the emergence of the wrong complement. The TL 
version, (6b}, contains that appropriate DP complement. 
To sum up, in all the above cases the copula is 
inserted between the external argument and the VP. In some 
cases, as in (2) and (6), this process has the extra effect 
of sw~tching the complement of the IP from a VP to a DP. 
Conclusion: Since the informants' native languages (Tamil, 
· Kannada, and Malayalam) generally require a copula between 
the subject and object, we can justify the overuse of fi as 
a copula in the speakers' pidgin. Furthermore, Hindi/Urdu, 
the lingua franca for our informants, also requires a 
copula. The speakers use fi in this position because they 
feel that there is a gap between the subject and object 
which needs to be filled. 
3.2.2. Fronting the VP-internal argument (Preposing) 
A lot of the speakers produce sentences in which the 
VP-internal argument is topicalized or moved up to the 
beginning of the sentence. Examples of this phenomenon are 
taken from several speakers as will be seen below. 
Our first example {7a) comes from O: 
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(7a} samak ana fi j1ms1k 
fish I there is catch-3rd person masculine singular 
"I catch fish" 
The TL versions of (7a} is (7b}: 
( 7b) ana ams1k samak 
As is clear from this example, the VP-internal argument 
(the direct object) is fronted and placed prior to the 
external argument (the subject). In addition, notice that 
the copula that we talked about earlier shows up here again 
in the same position it usually occupies, i.e. between the 
external argument and the VP. 
(8a) is our next example from H: 
(Sa) t'a1jorah j1rkab mm bombe 
plane ride-3rd person masculine singular from Bombay 
"I took the plane from Bombay" 









[+sg] V' pp 
[masc] 
[pres] A ~ 
DP v mrn bombe 
~ 
t'arjorah jrrkab 
The equivalent TL version of (Sa) is (Sc): 
(Sc) rkibt Itt'a1jorah mm bombe 







I VP -t 
[lp] A 
[+sg] V' pp 
[past] A ~ 







As in the previous example, the VP-internal argument is 
moved ahead of the external argument. The potential reason 
behind this NP-movement is the freedom Arabic allows in 
word order. However, this flexibility seems to be used in 
an exaggerated manner by some learners of Arabic. Another 
cause comes from first language interference since the 
native languages of the informants are verb-final. 
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More examples of this type of movement are illustrated 
in (9a) and (lOa) below. (9a) comes from W and (10a) from 
Q. 
( 9a) zet awwal fi Juf 
oil first there is see-imperative, masculine singular 
"I see (check) the oil first" 
The TL versions of (9a} is (9b}: 
( 9b) awwal aJuf 1zzet 
Now consider (10): 
(lOa)· bobo ana O'Arab 
dad I hit-3rd person masculine singular 














Now look at the equivalent native sentences: 














In this last example, the VP-internal argument should be, 
as in (lOc), a cliticized form attached to the verb itself. 
What the speaker did instead was use the non-clitic 
pronominal form of the direct object and isolate it from 
and put it ahead of the verb. 
Conc1usion: The canonical word order of the informants' 
native languages (Tamil, __ .Kannada, and Malayalam) is 
generally SOV. All these languages require verb-final 
sentences. This fact explains the informants' tendency to 
front the object before the verb in their version of 
Arabic. In addition, the flexibility of word order in 
Arabic could cause difficulties for some learners. 
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3. 2. 3. Agreement problems 
Some of the examples we are considering here contain 
agreement problems. These problems usually involve a 
mismatch between the subject and the verb. Only rarely do 
the speakers manage to use the appropriate complex 
agreement features of Arabic. 
Arabic has one of the most sophisticated agreement 
systems among the world's languages. The verb in Arabic 
should agree with the subject in number, gender, and 
person. In addition, the verb form bears the tense; and a 
cli ticized subject may be attached to it. The problems 
facing our speakers vary from having the suitable set of 
agreement features for the verb to getting the correct 
tense, etc. Our first example, (lla), comes from Bas: 
( 1 la) ana j1d3i 
I come-3rd person masculine singular 
"I came" 
The sentence (lla) violates person agreement. The verb is 
inflected for third person despite the subject's being 
first person. In addition, the speaker uses present tense 
although the context requires past tense. To ·fully 
recognize these remarks, take a look at the same sentence 
produced by a native speaker of SA using the appropriate 
tense and agreement features. Here is (llb): 
( llb) ana c:f3it 
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The reason for having two DP's as external arguments is 
that the first one, [ana], is emphatic; the actual subject 
of the sentence is the clitic [~] that is attached at the 
end of the verb. 
Our next example is from B. It was presented earlier 
as (1). It is repeated here as (12) for convenience. 
( 12 ) ana ma fi t'Affi 
I not there is turn off-imperative 
"I did not turn off ... " 
The agreement features which are supplied incorrectly here 
are tense and person. Also, the cli tic subject is not 
attached to the verb. 
The next example is also repeated. It was presented 
initially as ( 7) • It is reproduced here as ( 13) . 
(13) samak ana fi jimSik 
fish I there is catch-3rd person masculine singular 
"I catch fish" 
It is clear that the verb does not agree with the subject 
in person. The verb is inflected for third person whereas 
the subject is first person. 
The next example is taken from the data solicited from 
Bas. He produced the following sentence (14a): 
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( 14 a ) j1c:f3i aljom rascsla 
come-3rd person masculine singular today letter 
"A letter came today" 






I VP ras~la 
[3p] A 






Again, if we look carefully at the agreement features in 
(14b), we can see that there is a gender agreement problem. 
The verb is inflected for third person masculine whereas 
the subject is third person feminine. Furthermore, the 
tense used by the speaker is present rather than past as 
the context requires. Now consider the equivalent sentence 
produced by a native speaker of SA: 
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{ 14 c) d3at Iljom nsa9la 






I VP rISCEla 
[3p] 
A [+sg] 
[+fem] V' AdvP 




Our last example about agreement problems comes from 
H. It was introduced initially as (Ba) and is repeated here 
as (15). 
{ 15) t'a1jorah j1rkab mm bombe 
plane ride-3rd person masculine singular from Bombay 
"I took the plane from Bombay" 
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As before, the tense used is present but the one that fits 
the context is past. Moreover, the verb is inflected for 
third person instead of first person. 
Conclusion: It is difficult for the informants to learn the 
sophisticated inflection system of Arabic which is a 
morphologically rich language. One of the strategies used 
by the informants is the simplification of the agreement 
requirements between the subject and verb. Arabic requires 
agreement in person, number, and gender. However, the 
informants use only one verb form: the third person 
masculine singular in the present tense with almost any 
kind of subject because it is the least marked form. 
· 3.2.4. Generalizations 
Having seen the discussion above, the following 
observations can be made: 
1. The insertion of the copula, 
pidgin is found throughout 
fi, in the subjects' 
their inventory of 
syntactic structures. The structures of which we have 
examples include: 
a. sentences with negation structures, 
b. sentences with a subject, verb, and adverbial adjunct, 
c. sentences with genitive phrases, 
d. equational sentences, and 
e. sentences with simple structures (subject and verb). 
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2. The placement of the object ahead of the verb is due 
to interference from the informants' first languages 
{Tamil, Kannada, and Malayalam} whose canonical word 
order is generally SOV. Furthermore, the diversified 
word orders in Arabic could cause confusion for 
learners. 
3. Arabic has a rich mor~hological system which requires 
agreement between the subject and the verb in person, 
number, and gender. In order to simplify things, the 
informants use one verb form with a fixed set of 
agreement features, namely, the third person masculine 
singular form. 
· 3. 3. Morphological analysis 
In this section I present an extensive morphological 
account of the Saudi Arabic Pidgin of the informants. The 
description will include bound forms as well as free forms, 
verb types, inflectional affixes,etc. Before we start this 
morphological survey, I would like to point out that the 
method of analysis I am using is, to a great extent, based 
on the model of organization presented in Smart (1990) . 
3.3.1. Bound forms: Noun affixes 
3.3.1.1. Definite article. The definite article is 
generally found only in formulaic utterances such as 
[alliamdol1llceh] "thank God" and in adverbial expressions that 
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incorporate it such as [alliin] "now." Otherwise, the definite 
article is deleted in most cases. This can be due to the 
lack of the definite article in the informants' native 
tongues. 
3.3.1.2. Feminine ending. This suffix takes several forms 
in Arabic which are [-e, -eh, -A] • Nevertheless, it is 
preserved in all its forms in the subjects' speech, e.g. 
[merrA] "one time." 
3. 3. 1. 3. Feminine pluralizing suffix [-est] • A number of 
examples in the data, e.g. [ISS89~cet] "the gauges", prove 
that this suffix is correctly used by the speakers. 
3.3.1.4. Masculine pluralizing suffix [-in]. No examples of 
this ending are available in the data. However, I would 
assume one of two possibilities. The first and more 
predictable one is the correct usage by the subjects, based 
on their performance in the previous item; the second one 
is using a numeral plus the singular form of the noun. 
3.3.1.5. Dual suffix [-en]. The informants supplied the 
correct form productively in all the occurences of this 
ending. For example, they produced [jomen] "two days" and 
[Jehren] "two months" instead of the numeral plus the 
singular form of the noun. 
3.3.1.6. Broken plural. This method of noun pluralization,' 
achieved by modification of the internal structure of the 
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word with prefixes and suffixes in some cases, can be 
applied by convention to Arabic nouns of any signification 
(Smart 1990: 93) . All forms in the data are correctly 
provided by the speakers. Examples are: [awlCEd] "children" 
and [mawcesir] "pipes." 
3.3.2. Other bound forms 
3. 3. 2. 1. Suffix pronouns. These Arabic pronouns can be 
attached to nouns (indicating possession), verbs 
(functioning as subjects or objects) , prepositions (as 
objects) , and other particles. All the suffix pronouns 
supplied by the informants are correct. Examples include 
[kollo] "all of it," [me~ek] "with you," and [was'alna] "we 
arrived." 
3.3.2.2. Verb affixes. These are the forms added on the 
verb to indicate the subject. No examples are available 
from the data in this category. However, we have seen 
before that the third person singular masculine form in the 
present tense is dominantly used with any kind of subject 
in the informants' pidgin. In addition, there are two 
occurences of the first person plural form in the present 
tense in the data. They are [nbi'1 "we sell" and [ncf.3ibo] "we 
bring it." 
3.3.3. Free forms 
3.3.3.1. Simple nouns. The nouns produced by our informants 
take the form they have in the target language. 
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3.3.3.2. Compound nouns. This term refers to NP's that 
consist of more than one noun as in the English NP "car 
repair." Compound nouns are common in Arabic; nouns that 
comprise a compound noun are put together by means of a 
process called "Idhafa UL:.!." Many examples are found in the 
data that represent idhafa structures, e.g. [moja sorb] 
"drinking water" and [jam Ilsabt] "Saturday." On the other 
hand, some examples show English influence on switching the 
order of the two nouns in the idhafa structure. An example 
of that is [adisa d3umrok] "Hadi tha Customs." The correct 
structure in Arabic for that is [d3omrok Ilfladi9a] ~~' cl~. 
3.3.3.3 . .Adjectives. Adjectives in all forms of vernacular 
Arabic agree with their nouns in definiteness as well as in 
number and gender. 17 When used descriptively, they follow 
the noun (Smart 1990: 95). In the data the definite article 
is not used on the noun nor on the adjective that modifies 
it. Moreover, adjectives retain the masculine singular form 
in most cases, e.g. [baled tceni] "another town" and [faijorah 
sagir] "small plane. " 18 One example exists in the data where 
an adjective is replaced by a noun incorrectly. And another 
example shows an adjective preceding its noun. Only one 
form of comparative adjectives occurs in the data, namely 
[a~ar] "more." This is no proof, however, that this 
formation is productive. 
17 Agreement in definition is indicated by the prefixing of the definite article. 
18 The nouns town and plane are feminine in Arabic. 
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3.3.3.4. Independent personal pronouns. Of the ten such 
pronouns in Saudi Arabic, only two occur in the data: [ana] 
t,j{ "I" and [huwwa] ..,_A "he." The use of these pronouns is 
restricted to stating the subject of verbless equational 
sentences as in [ana ~abdulqod1r] "I am Abdulqader," and 
optionally stating the subject of verbs, usually when some 
degree of emphasis is needed as in [huwwa ma j1c:f3i] "he does 
not come." A common incorrect use of the independent 
personal pronouns is using them as possessive pronouns as 
in [baled ana] "my town. " 
3.3.3.5. Demonstratives. In the Saudi Pidgin demonstratives 
are overused due to the influence of the speakers' first 
·1anguages which use demonstratives to convey the force of 
a definite article. Overuse of demonstratives is also a 
well-known feature in pidgin development. The informants' 
input in the data shows a tendency to use the singular 
masculine form [hceOa] l.:U "this" as the usual form for all 
genders and numbers, with some occurences of the singular 
feminine form, [hceOi] 11.:u "this" in some cases as well. 
3.3.3.6. Numerals. The number "one" is expressed by the 
Arabic word [wcefud] .b.IJ which is used as a general numeral 
for both genders. Positionally, it is more frequently 
preposed than postposed, e.g. [WCBliid sane] "one year." For 
other numerals, the subjects used the number with the 
singular form of the noun for all numbers, although in 
Arabic the plural noun is used with numbers from three to 
ten. For example, the data included such examples as [tenen 
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walad] "two boy" and [talceta sce)a] "three hour." 
3.3.3.7. Ordinals. Only two forms of ordinals are used: 
[awwal] "first" which is also used as an adverbial, and 
[tceni] "second." 
3.3.3.B. Interrogatives. Several interrogatives are used 
correctly, e.g. [eJJ "what," [wen] "where," [kam] "how 
much/how many, " [ kef] "how, " and [ leJJ "why. " 
3. 3. 3 .. 9. Negators. [ma] "not" is the typical negation 
marker in the informants' speech. It mainly negates verbs 
as in [huwwa ma jrcf.3i] "he does not come." It is also used 
prior to the copula to negate the whole sentence. The 
negator for nouns and adjectives is [mI.fJ and its variations 
[muJJ, and [mo] • 
3. 3. 3 .10. Prepositions. Prepositions are rarely used in 
this pidgin and are usually deleted. Few examples in the 
data include [~nd] "at," [mrn] "from," and [ma)] "with." 
3.3.3.11. Adverbials. Many examples of adverbials occur in 
the data; they range from adverbs of time to adverbs of 
sentences. The most frequent adverbials are: [lrssa] "not 
yet," [ala ful] "straight ahead," [awwal] "first," [as'lan] 
"originally," [ba)~] "after, " [kabl] "before," [katir] "a lot," 
[Jwa1ja] "a little," [tant] "down," [fog] "up," [barrAh] 
"outside," and [c:f3uwwa] "inside." 
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3.3.3.12. Conjunctions. Only two conjunctions are available 
from the data. The first one is [wa] "and" which is 
sometimes deleted where it should be used, especially when 
conjoining sentences. The other one is [lcekm] "but" which 
is used to connect sentences and is borrowed from Arabic 
into some Dravidian languages. 
3. 3. 4. Verbs 
As Smart (1990: 98) notes, it is tempting to derive 
pidgin verbs from target language imperatives. The data 
contain some examples about this feature. For example, the 
imperative verb [rufl] "go" is used invariably in all kinds 
.of contexts with different aspects. Moreover, the third 
person singular masculine imperfect form, e.g. [jimfiJ "he 
walks", is another invariable form used with most subjects 
and aspects. 
3.3.4.1. The copula [fi]. The word [fi] is clearly derived 
from the Saudi Arabic existential exponent meaning "there 
is I are" in which sense it is also used in the subjects' 
speech. However, there are additional uses for [fi] in this 
pidgin; it is used as a copula in a number of structures as 
we saw earlier in this chapter. 
3. 3. 4 . 2 . Tense and aspect markers. Words such as [xalos'] 
"finished" and [ba)den] "later" are frequently used to 
indicate tense and/or aspect especially because the verbs 
produced by the speakers usually lack the appropriate 
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aspect and tense inflectional affixes. 
3.3.4.3. Passives. Passives are often composed of the word 






This has been a cross-sectional study. Its 
characteristics are (1) having a number of speakers, (2) 
the data are collected in one session, ( 3) descriptive 
detail, and (4) analysis of data. 
In this chapter, I conclude this study by providing my 
insig~ts about the processes found in the data as well as 
other remarks about the subjects' performance in general. 
Let us start with phonology. 
4.2. Phono:Logy 
As is surely the case with all pidgins used in contact 
with native speakers of the target language, there are 
really two phonological systems in play: that of the native 
speaker, who may possibly modify his normal pronunciation 
in order to ease intelligibility; and that of the pidgin 
speaker, whose success in accurately imitating the sounds 
of the target language may only be partial. This is perhaps 
particularly marked in Arab~9-based pidgins and creoles as 
quite a few of the Arabic phonemes are notoriously 
difficult to produce and consequently much reduction takes 
place (Smart 1990: 86). 
The most common phonological processes that were found 
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in the subjects' performance are mentioned in this section. 
It is worth mentioning that there are no certain 
environments in which these processes take place. 
4.2.1. Voicing vs. Devoicing 
In many instances, a voiceless sound gets voiced. This 
is clear where [S] is changed to [Z], for instance. Other 
examples are: [k] ~ [Q] , [X] ~ [y] , etc. 
On the other hand, a voiced sound may get devoiced. 
Examples are: [z] ~ [s], [g] ~ [k], etc. 
4.2.2. Continuancy vs. Non-continuancy 
In most cases, continuants are changed to non-
continuants. These are some examples: [9] ~ [t], [O] ~ [d], [y] ~ 
[g), [x] ~ [k], etc. 
In fewer cases, non-continuants are observed to have 
been changed to continuants. Examples are: [d3] --+- [3] and [c:f3] ~ 
[z]. 
4.2.3. Distribution vs. Non-distribution 
Many items in the data included the change from a 
distributed sound to a non-distributed one. Here is an 
example: [9] -4 [s]. 
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The reverse of the above case, i.e~ distribution, h~s 
considerably fewer examples such as [s]--+. m, [z]--+. [3], and 
[h]-+-[x]. 
4.2.4. Non-pharyngealization 
Arabic contains a lot of pharyngealized phonemes which 
characterize it; One pharyngealized phoneme, [d'] ve., is 
among the unique sounds in the world· languages. 
Pharyngealized sounds are often changed to non-
pharyngealized ones by our speakers. Examples include: [t']-+-
[t] and [s'] --+- [s]. 
·4.2.5. Raising vs. Lowering 
Raising in consonants is not as significant as in 
vowels. Nevertheless, some instances of consonant raising 
are reported here: 
[9] --+- U], [s] --+- UJ, [z] --+- [3], and [fl] --+- [x]. 
Examples of the less frequent consonant lowering 
are: 
Ul --+- [s], [x] --+- [~], and [d.3] --+- [z]. 
4.2.6. Delayed Release vs. Non-delayed Release 
There is only one affricate in Arabic, that is [d3]. 
It alternates with the phoneme [3] in free variation in a 
lot of Arabic dialects. However, in SA, [c:f3] is the unmarked 
phone, while [3] is the marked one. Our speakers deal with 
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this lone affricate in different ways. Sometimes, they 
produce it correctly. In other cases, they change it into 
a non-affricate. In other words, its release is not 
delayed. Three affricate changes have been found in our 
data as follows: [d.3] ~ [3], [c:f.3]--.. [l], and [c:f.3] ~ [z]. 
4.2.7. Vowel Insertion 
A vowel is often inserted between two consonants to 
break up a consonant cluster such as [hr], [bz], [hr], [ns], [tr], [c:f.3h], 
[yl], [gr], and [111]. 
4.2.B. Deletion 
The definite article in all its variations ([al], [II], 
and [I]) is often deleted due to its absence in the 
informants' native languages. In addition, word-final 
sounds are sometimes deleted especially if the word is too 
long. 
4.2.9. Stress 
No significant variations have been noted in stress 
patterns produced by the informants. Therefore, it is 
assumed that stress operates as in Saudi Arabic. 
4. 2 .10. Notes 
1. From our findings about the consonantal substitutions 
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in the speakers' data, we can conclude that there are 
marked processes and unmarked ones. The markedness . . 
judgment I am using is drawn from the frequency of the 
process among the individuals who produced the data. 
The unmarked processes are devoicing, non-continuancy, 
non-distribution, non-pharyngealization, raising, and 
non-delayed release. 
2. The sounds (p] and [V] are not Arabic phonemes, but 
they are used by the speakers in the pronunciation of 
English words. 
4.3. Syntax 
Interference is strong on the syntactic level, as it 
is on the phonological level. All the subjects in this 
study learned SA in real-life situations. They have not had 
any formal training or attended any language class. Their 
model of SA grammar is based on .their native language and 
on generalizations made here and there to account for some 
constructions that do not occur in their native tongue. 
The canonical word order of Saudi Arabic is generally 
considered to be SVO, with apparent vestiges of a VSO 
pattern showing up in subordination (Rutherford 1989: 169). 
These two canonical word orders in Arabic, SVO and VSO, are 
often violated in the speech of the subjects. Other word 
orders, e.g. OVS and OSV, are also reported in their 
sentences. Moreover, there is a lot of paraphrasing and 
circumlocution, and continuous attempts to restrict surf ace 
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structures to the smallest number possible (Daher 1988: 
33) • 
Arabic is considered to be a VSO language. Although it 
exhibits a rather free word order, the basic (unmarked) 
word order is believed to be VSO. The unmarkedness or 
neutrality of the VSO word order is also supported by the 
fact that this order is the only one that appears in 
discourse-initial sentences. The unmarkedness of the VSO 
order is further evidenced in its being the one with the 
greater syntactic distribution (Bakir 1980: 6-8). 
4.3.1. Summary of Syntactic Processes 
To sum up what we have noticed so far regarding 
syntactic structures found in---the subjects' data, we will 
recap the three structures mentioned and state their 
motivations and effects. 
(i) Copula insertion 
Motivation: Imaginary gap between the external argument 
and the VP to be filled by a copula due to 
Ll interference. 
Effects: Producing the wrong DP instead of the 
correct DP or VP as complement to IP. 
(ii) VP-internal argument movement 
Motivation: Misuse of the flexibility Arabic allows in 
word order and Ll interference. 
Effects: Inappropriate, non-canonical word order. 
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(iii) Agreement problems 
Motivation: Confusion about agreement rules between the 
verb and its subject. 
Effects: Inappropriate agreement features. 
4.4. Notes on vocabulary 
1. In addition to Arabic words, the informants used some 
expressions from English: acid, baby, boat, brake 
buffalo, butter, cancel, cassette, clutch, dynamo, 
feet, filter, gear, handle, license, membrane, monkey 
net, north, plate, power, put, radio, same, stool, 
supermarket, temperature, to, and valve. 
2. The subjects who had spent less time in the 








some formulaic utterances such 
Islamic greeting [assalcsmo 
~alekom] r~ ~' "Peace be upon you" as well as the 
expressions [mJce?at+ceh] Ji\ ~u. ul "God willing" and 
[ all1amdul1llceh] Ji.l..&.oJl "thank God. " 
4. The data included some examples of reduplication as a 
means for emphasis, e.g. [sem sem] "identical," [sawa 
sawa] "together" and [la la] "no no." 
5. Informants did not use vocabulary i terns from their 
92 
first languages because of the fact that these 
languages are unknown to the TL speakers. 
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APPENDIX I 
THE TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATIONS 
I & H 
H: haOm makinat ma1ja 
this (is} machine water 
"This is a water machine." 
I: Yeah. 
H : makinat ma1ja tanlija 
machine water desalination 
"A water desalination machine." 
I: Yeah. You want to turn on one or two? 
H: Jayy1I wmnad ba~d Jwa1ja xtnen 
turn on one after a while two 
"I'll turn on one, and after a while two." 
I: Oh, after a while. How many years have you been 
working here? 
H: ana fi Joyl alhamdol1llmh 1tno\'Jar sana 
I there is work thank God twelve year 
"I have been working for 12 years, thank God." 
I: God bless. You have children? 
H: alflamdolillmh fi mawcf3ud 
thank God there is available 
"I have, thank God." 
I: What children do you have? 
H: awlmd tenen walad tenen bmt 
children two boy two girl 
"Children, two boys; two girls." 
I: What's the boy's name? 
H: wmh1d 1smmh ~abdirranmam 
one his name (is) Abdurrahman 
"One is called Abdurrahman." 
I: Good. 
H : WI tami xalil 
and another Khalil 19 
"And the other is Khalil." 
I: Huh, huh. Good. This doesn't work. Finish. Turn off, 
turn off so that we an speak. These ... what are these 









· H: hmOa tnen hceOa wmliad xtnen haOm 
This (is) two this (is) one two this (is) 
"This is Number Two. This is Number One; this is 
Number Two." 
I: Yeah. 
H: awwal wmhad ba)den Jayy1I 0alce9a fi wmh1d 1tnen waggaf 
first one then turn on three there is one two stop 
"First, Number One. Then, I'll turn on Number Three, 
then Number One, Number Two, and Stop." 
I: Good. OK. Turn off the machines so that we can talk. 
Yeah. 
H: hmOa moja fi zjora ja)ni kamsa m1tr 
this water there is extra that is five meter 
"There is five meters of extra water, that is to say." 
I: Five meters extra. 
19 A person's name. 




H: bas marten tami marrA 
only twice second time 
"Only twice for the second time." 
I: Fresh? Five meters fresh? 
H: fulu na\"am 
fresh yes 
"Fresh, yes. " 
I: and salty? 
H : malceh mmlrh mrtren 
salty salty two meters 
"Salty, two meters salty." 
I: Two meters salty. OK. 
H: as'lan leJ fi lalimlu fi Jurb muJkrla ja\"ni ma jmfzs'zl lallmlu 
originally why there is by itself there is drinking 
problem that is it does not separate by itself 
"Originally, why is it there by itself? You can't 
drink it by itself. That is, it does not separate by 
itself." 
I: It doesn't separate by itself. 
H: la? hm6a leJ fi \"asan fi alhin marrA tmni marrA mokarrar ja\"ni 
no this (is) why there is because there is now one 
time second time purified that is 
"No, why is that? Because it has been purified for the 
second time, that is." 
I: Yeah. 
H: fafi awwal marrA mokarrar ma jmfa\" j1JrAb 
there is first time purified not good he drinks 
"The first time it is purified, it is not drinkable." 
I: Uh. 
H: kamsa m1tr moja zjmda moja m11I1i 
five meter water extra water salt 
"The extra five meters of water are salty." 




I: But isn't there a valve to separate? 
H: fi valv bas hmOa fi pot mambrmn zjmra asmn fi kalmm zjmda 
there is (a) valve but this there is put membrane 
extra beause there is talking extra 
"There is a valve. But we put this extra membrane." 
I: Right. But now this technician is out of town. Ray 
left two and a half months ago. 
·H: mus muskII ba~den fi kam wmh1d fi ~mm1I c:f.3adid 
not problem then there is how many one there is 
worker new 
"No problem. So, how many new workers are there?" 
I: Yeah. 
H: sakkxr fi ma ma fi c:f.31did 
close there is not not there is new 
"It's closed. There isn't a new one." 
I: Yeah. 
H: mumkm Juf ma1ja kwa1j1s 
possible see water good 
"Could you see if the water is good?" 
I: God willing. OK. Can you do this, or is it necessary 
that he comes? 
H: mumkm ma fi m0Jk1la ma fi m0Jk1la 
possible not there is problem not there is problem 
"Possible. No problem, no problem." 
I: OK. Good. What do you want from Abu Usama, 
Abdurrahman ?20 
H: ana kollo tami bas fi talatto rbm\"o maxbas 
I all of it again but there is three quarters clasp 
"I have everything. I just need a three-quarter-inch 
clasp." 
I: Clasp three quarters. 
H: talmta rho 
three quarters 
"Three quarters." 




·I: And two half-inch? 




H: ba~d ma j1d.3i mJm++Ah fi wen fi moja fi tmni sakro ~mWiz ma1ja 
zjmda aktar 
after it comes God willing there is where there is 
water there is again close it you need water extra 
more 
"After it comes, God willing. Close water now. There 
is more water if you need." 




I: Good, good. 
20 A person's name. 
H: ma fi sm\a J1smo hmda zjmda sakro \ala1ja 
not there is hour what's its name this extra close it 
on me 
"There isn't an hour. What's its name this extra 
water, close it up." 




I: Uh. Good. That is, you know what the problem is and 
you can solve it, that is? 
H: mJmt+Ah ma fi m0Jk1la mJm++Ah 
God willing not there is problem God willing 
"God willing, there's no problem, God willing." 
I: Because Ray is not available. You are available. 
H : mxs mxskxla 
not problem 
"No problem." 
I: Hmm. OK. What is this? Explain to us about these 
gauges! 
H: 1ssm\mt wmfud fi ja\ni t1mbrefar ja\ni wmfud fi f1ltr mm 
the gauges one there is that is temperature that is 
one there is filter water 
"The gauges, one for the temperature; one for the 
water filter." 
I: One compressor, one filter. 
H: la? timbre Jar ja\ni \asmn fi mm? f11tr ja'i'ni kam jit'la\ moja 
no temperature that is beause there is water filter 
that is how much comes up water 
"No, that's temperature, to measure the water level in 
the filter." 
I: Temperature. 
H: ah t1mpr&etf ar 
Uh temperature 
"Uh. Temperature." 
I: Temperature. Uh. 
H: fi kam jit'la~ moja fi ma)lum ja)ni 
there is how much comes up water there is known that 
is 
"To know how much water there is." 
I: Yeah. 
H: fi termo kef Juyl 
there is thermo how work · 
"There is a thermo to know how it works." 
I: Yeah. 
H: kef j1t'la' f11tr moja zjora megrs' moja fi ma~lum ~aleh 
how comes up filter water extra less water there is 
known on it 
"We can know from the filter if there is more or less 
water." 





"This is a membrane." 
I: Hmm. Now how many of you are here at the station? 
H: mahat'a 'mdi arbA'a 
station I have four 





I: Good. Yeah. what is this? 
H : hceOa ma damam dawa ja\"ni 
this (is) not dynamo liquid that is 
"This is a liquid for the dynamo." 
I: For what and what? 
H: damamo ja\"ni 
dynamo that is 
"The dynamo, that is." 
I: Dynamo? 
H: a1 na\"am 
yes 
"Yes. " 
I: One for the acid and one for the chlorine? 
H: wcshid asid wcefud klor wmliid sodjam karbonet 
one acid one chlorine one sodium carbonate 
"One for the acid; one for the chlorine; one for the 
sodium carbonate." 
I: Sodium carbonate. Yeah. 
H: wceliid sorjam karbonet 
one sodium carbonate 
"One for the sodium carbonate." 
I: Yeah. 




H: wceli1d pi Itf 
one P. H. 
"One P.H." 
I: Ok. Who are your workers now there? 
H: fi marjabbo fi ana mawc:J3ud 
there is Maryabba21 there is I available 
"There is Maryabba and me." 
I: Maryabba Singodan? 
H: axwa mmrjaba Sil')d,3obamn Sil')gomn 
yeah Maryabba Sinj obaran Singoran22 
"Yeah, Maryabba Sinjobaran Singoran." 
I: And what else is there? 
H: wfi \"abdoHAh bas Jugl Jwaxja 
and there is Abdullah23 but work a little bit 
"And there is Abdullah but he is working right now." 
I: Abdullah. And there is Brishah. 24 
H: brxJah fi sawwceg 
Brishah there is driver 
"And there is Brishah, the driver." 
I: Brishah is Thai? 
H: taxlandi na\"am 
Thai yes 
"Thai, yes." 
I: Hmm. Good. Tell us the first time you left India! 
H: awwal marrA t'ala\" m1n al 
first time left from the 
"The first time I left the ... " 
I: Yeah. 
21 A person' s name. 
22 A person's name. 
23 A person's name. 
24 A person's name. 
H: awwal marrA j1cJ.3i hnce kabl ja"ni arbAt'A"J sana 
first time comes here before that is fourteen year 
"I came here for the first time fourteen years ago." 
I: Yeah. 
H: j1cJ.3i mm so?ub1ja was'alna adis adisa d3omrok 
comes from Saudi Arabia we arrived Hadi th Hadi tha 
customs 
"We came to Saudi Arabia and arrived at the Haditha 
customs." 
I: Huh. That is, you came by car? 
H: d.3omrok d3omrok ja~ni cf3omrok fi Joyl maktab ja"ni 
customs customs that is customs there is work office 
that is 
"Customs, customs, that is, customs. I worked at an 
office." 
.I: Customs clearance office? 
H: taylis'ba"d ma fi taklis' fi ba~den sana fi fi sopparmorkxt Joyl ba~d 
supparmork1t xalos' mJm?a+tAh alhamdolxllmh alhin fi had.3i 
ma~ had.3i ma fi mo Jkxla alnamdol1llceh 
clearance after not there is clearance there is then 
(one) year there is there is supermarket work after 
supermarket finish God willing thank God now there 
is Hajji with Hajji there is no problem thank God 
"Clearance. After clearance, I worked at a 
supermarket. Then with Hajji. No problem, thank God." 
I: Water desalination station. 
H: mahat'At tahl1ja 
station water desalination 
"Treatment station." 
I: Hmm. OK. You came from India by plane? 
H: na~am na'lam t'a1jorah 
yes yes plane 
"Yes, yes, plane." 
I: Tell us how the plane left India, where it landed! 
H: t'axjorah alhamdolxllmh kwaxjxs t'axjorah jxrkab mm bombe 
plane thank God good plane get on from Bombay 
"Good plane, thank God. I took, a plane from Bombay." 
I: Bombay, yeah. 
H: WIS'II d'ahram 
arrive Dhahran25 
"I arrived in Dhahran." 
I: How many hours? 
H: talmta sm\"a 
three hour 
"Three hours." 
I: Three hour. 
H: ba\"den was'al d'ahrmn wnjod' nos' sm\"a 
then arrived Dhahran and Riyadh half hour 
"Then I arrived in Riyadh from Dhahran in half an 
hour." 
H: wnjod'to garaxjmt talmta sm\"a bas t'axjorah sagir ja~ni ~asam 
t'aww1I Jzwa1ja 
and Riyadh to Gurayat three hour but plane small that 
is that's why lasted a while 
"And from Riyadh to Gurayat in three hours, but it was 
a small plane. That's why the flight lasted for a 
while." 
I: Eh. Three hour. Who was with you? 
H: kam fi kollc sadig fi katir j1c:f3i ma~ \"ommmlna \"af ra wml11d j1d3i 
katir 
there was all of it friend there are many come with 
our workers ten one comes many 
"I came with many of our workers, about ten." 
I: Many friends. 
25 A city in Eastern Saudi Arabia. 
H: sawa sawa katir j1d.3i sawa sawa j1cJ.3i ~aJra wmllad wmllad 
together together many come together together come ten 
one one 
"As many as ten came together, one by one." 





I: Was it hot or cold? 
H : wat+Ah ana kam bArd 
by God I it was cold 
~I swear it was cold." 
I: Cold? 
H: bArd katir alhin ma fi bArd alhin fi har kwa1j1s 
cold a lot now not there is cold now there is heat 
good 
"It's not very cold now. It's warm and good." 
I: OK. Back home is it cold or hot? 
H: barAd ~mna fi ma fi llar bArd ma fi fi llar fi mat'Ar 
cold at our plae there is not there is heat cold not 
there is there is heat there is rain 
"Back home, it's not cold; it's hot and rainy." 
I: What is the name of your home town there? 
H: balad ana fi mad ms 
town I there is Madras 
"My home town is Madras." 
I: Madras. Are there mountains or plains there? 
H: la fi ma fi d,31bcel ja'\ni fi '\mdi ja\"ni 
no there is not there are mountains that is there is 
regular that is 
"No, there aren't mountains. It's regular." 
I: What did you ask Abu Usama? 
H: abscem ttAlabt ana fi kimmWijcet 
Abu Usama I asked I there are chemicals 
"I asked Abu Usama about chemicals." 
I: Yeah. 
H: fi klorin 
there is chlorine 










H: bArdt fi JwaI plmstik moja 
also there is a little bit plastic water 
"There are also some plastic water containers." 
I: Uh-huh. The pipes arrived? 
H: na~am wxstxlo mawmsir na~am 
yes they arrived pipes yes 
"Yes, yes, the pipes arrived." 
I: Pipes arrived. The pipe, it arrived. OK. How much acid 
do you want? 
H : asid kamsin habba kamsin tanak 
acid fifty piece fifty tank 
"Fifty tanks of acid." 
I: Is this good for the battery, the acid? 
H: la bat'onja ma jmfa~ bat'onja fi katir hceOa hceOa fi pawar katir 
pawar hceOa 
no battery not good battery there is a lot this this 
there is power a lot power this 
"No, this isn't good for the battery. The battery has 
too much power." 




A & I 
I: Yeah, and how many times did you marry? 
A: marrA wmh1d 
time one 
"One time." 




I: OK. Is there agriculture at your home town there? Is 
there agriculture? 
A: fi zirce~a fi 
there is agriculture there is 
"There is agriculture." 
I: What do they grow? 
A: d3oz1lhmd fi d3ozxlhmd fi 
coconut there is coconut there is 
"There is coconut." 
I: Yeah. 
A: fi km Jjo 
there is cashew 
"There is cashew." 




I: Good. Cashew. 
A: fi sad3ar 
there are trees 
"There are trees." 
I: Tea, is there tea? 
A: la ma fi ana balad ma fi balad tmni 
no not there is I town not there is town another 
"No, there isn't in my home town. There is in another 
town." 
I: Coffee, isn't there? 
A: ma fi 
not there is 
"There isn't." 
I: Is there flowing water, a river? 
A: fi ma1ja fi balir fi 
there is water there is sea there is 
"There is water. There is a sea." 
I: OK. Good. Now ... 
A: bas fi kammn ana fi balad 
but there is also I there is town 
"But there is also in my home town." 
I: Yeah. 
A: fi madina kabir 
there is city big 
"There is a big city." 
I: Yeah. 
A: fi d3anbo madina fi bahar kabir 
there is next to it city there is sea big 
"There is a sea near the city next to it." 
I: Eh. Eh. OK. Do you sail in the sea? Sail in the sea? 
A: baflr la? 
sea no 
"Sea, no." 
I: Yeah, good. You, what do you work? Drive a car? 
A: i sug sa1jmra 
yeah drive car 
"Yeah, I drive a car." 
I: What do you know to drive? What kind of car do you 
drive? 
A: awwal fi marsid1s fi 
first there is Mercedes there is 
"First, a Mercedes." 
I: The Mercedes. 
A: gallmb 
dump truck 
"The dump truck." 
I: Yeah, the Ford, the Chevy. 
A: xlford xlford 
the Ford the Ford 
"The Ford, the Ford." 
·I: You drive all of them? 
A: kollo sug 
all of it drive 
"I drive all of them." 
I: God. And your children drive like you? 
A: ma fi jxd3i hma hma sawwmg 
not there is he comes here here driver 
"I came here as a driver." 
I: Is it hot here? 
A: h1na fi liar 
here there is heat? 
"It's hot here. " 
I: There is heat. These 
A: liar katir liar katir 
heat a lot heat a lot 
"Very hot, very hot." 
I: Yeah, heat. 
days there is heat? 
I & 0 
I: Hello, Omar. 26 Salamu Alaikum. 27 
o: salmmu ~alekum 
Salamu Alaikum 
"Salamu Alaikum." 
I: How are you? 
o: alfmmdulillmh ana fi kalmm ~umar hmda 
thank God I (am) there is speech Omar this 
"Thank God. This is me, Omar, speaking." 
I: Uh. What is your name? 
o: ~umar xmn 
·Omar Khan28 
"Omar Khan." 
I: Omar what? 
o: ~umar xmn ~abdulmad3id ~umar xam ana 
Omar Khan Abdulmaj eed29 Omar Khan I (am) 
"Omar Khan Abdulmajeed. I am Omar Khan." 
I: In India, what is the name of your home town? 
o : xndja madrms hmda madrms 
India Madras this (is) Madras 
"In India, Madras." 
I: What else is there? What work is there? Ice fatory? 
o: ana sugul hmda tald.3 hmda 
I (am) work this ice this 
"I work with ice." 
26 A person's name. 
27 An Islamic greeting. 
28 A person's name. 
29 A person's name. 
I: Ice. 
o: fi nafar fi j1d.3i tald.3 ana fi be~ nafar fi j1d.3i alliin fi be~ tald.3 
hmda wmfud w~1Jrin 
there is person there is come ice I (am) there is sale 
person there is come now there is sale ice this 
twenty-one 
"I sell ice to any person who comes. I just sold to 
twenty-one people." 
I: Yeah. 
o: kwa1j1s hmda sogl 
good this work 
"The work is good." 
I: Twenty-one what? 
o : wmh1d w~1srin hmda 
twenty-one this 
"This is twenty-one." 
I: Today you sold 21? 
o: aIWa wmh1d w~1Jrin hmda 
yeah twenty-one this 
"Yeah, this is twenty-one." 
I: Each one, how many riyals? 30 
o: wmh1d ~asra rjml 
one ten riyal 
"Ten riyals each." 
I: Ten riyals. OK. How many hours do you operate? 
o: ma fi katir hmda fi nafar arbA ~ ~1srin sm~a fi sogl hmda 
not there is a lot this there is person twenty-four 
hour there is work this 
"There is someone on duty twenty-four hours a day." 
I: Yeah. 
30 The currency in Saudi Arabia. 
o: fi nafar fi jid.3i fi kalcem ana fi ana ruh fi nom nafar fi jid.3i 
kalcem 
there is person there is come there is speech I there 
is I go there is sleep person there is come speech 
"When a person tells me, I go ahead and sell him and 
then sleep." 
I: Don't hurry. Don't hurry. Slowly, slowly, yeah. 
o: ana nom waralbet fi nafar fi j1d.3i b1llel s'obmh fi maynb 1sa fi 
jid.3i ala t'ul fi be~, tald.3 ana ma bi dald.3 vi mawd,3ud kol jom 
hmda dald.3 
I (am) sleep behind the house there is person there is 
come at night morning there is evening night there is 
come on right away there is sale ice I (am) not there 
is ice there is available every day this ice 
."I sleep behind the house. If a person comes at night, 
in the morning, or evening, I come right away and sell 
him ice. There is always ice available everyday." 
I: Good. That is, any time, any hour a person comes there 
is ice available. 
o: mawd,3ud hada Hams hada xams hada wcehid w~Isrin wHams 
available this five this five this twenty-one and five 
"There are twenty-one available and also five." 









I: What is there? Coconut? 
o: mdja kwaijis hmda mdja kwaijis alhamdolillmh ana sogl fi bot 
bot 
India good this India good thank God I am work there 
is boat boat 
"Work is good in India, thank God. I used to work on 
a boat." 
I: Boat. 




o: ana sogl bahr hmda mdja samak ana fi jimsik hmda katir 
tJmda ana 
I am work sea this India fish I am there is catch this 
many this me 
"I used to catch a lot of fish in the sea." 
I: Uh, fisherman. 
o : samak hmda sjmd ana axo 
fish this fishing I am brother 
"My brother and I were fishermen." 
I: Good. 
o: kollo fi ruh kollo fi flus fi jd3ib ana momo hobo kollo fi kwa1j1s 
hmdamdja 
all of it there is go all of it there is money there 
is bring I mom dad all there is good this India 
"I used to go, make money, and give it to my mom and 
dad in India." 
I: Good. 
o: fi ana fi madmm fi momo fi bobo fi madmm fi bebi fi talmta bebi 
talmta bebi fi ana 
there is there is wife there is mom there is dad there 
is wife there is baby there are three baby three baby 
there is I 
"There is me, my wife, mom, dad, and three babies." 
I: Are these big fish? 
o: kAbir sagir kullu hmda 
big small all of it this 
"Big; small; all kinds." 
I: Are there big fish? 
o: samak kabir sagir kullu kullu fi mawcJ.3ud 
fish big small all of it all of it there is available 
"Big fish; small fish; all kinds are available." 
I: Is there a problem with big fish? Is there? 
o: ma fi muJkxla ana jxmsxk hmda fi ana xmsxk kullo fi 1ms1k 
hmda net 
not there is problem I catches this there is I catches 
all of it there is catch this net 
"There is no problem. I catch all that fish with a 
net." 
I: Net. 
o: net ana net hmda fi ruh ana b1llel 1t'nA~J fi ruh submh asra 
asra wnus' fi jxcJ.3i cf5uma fi ruh asra tmni d.3oma fi jxd.3i kolli 
fi nom hmda bot 
net I net this there is go I at night twelve there is 
go morning 10:00 10:30 there is come week there is go 
next week there is come all there is sleep this boat 
"Net. I go at midnight. I go at 10:00 or 10:30 in the 
morning and come back the next week and sleep on the 
boat." 
I: Boat all sleep? 
o: nom hmda bot wmhxd d.3oma fi nom ana bot tmni wmh1d cf3uma 
kales' ba~den fi jxcf3i 
sleep this boat one week there is sleep I boat next 
one week finish then there is come 
"I sleep on the boat for one week and come back the 
next week." 
I: Good. 
o: kollo nafar ma fi ruh ana wmh1d nafar fi ruh 
all of it person not there is go I am one person 
there is go 
"Not everyone goes. I am one of the people who go." 
I: Good.How old are you? 
o: ma fi ruh fi nscet+Ah hamsa sana ba~ den fi ruh 
not there is go there is God willing five year then 
there is go 
"I'm not leaving. I'll stay for five years and then 
go." 








I: You, how many years? 
o: hma ana 
here I 
"Here? Me?" 
I: Thirty years? 




o: xtnen talcetin talceta bebi fi 
thirty-two three baby there is 
"Thirty-two. I have three babies." 
I: Three baby. Is there a wife? 
o: madcem fi 
wife there is 
"There is a wife." 
I: Good. What's baby's name? 
o: fi hmda dobonisa ali bobo ana s1m hammod 
there is this Dubunisa31 Ali Baba32 I Sini Hammad33 
"I have Dubunisa, Ali Baba, and Sini Hammad." 
I: Ali Baba. 
o: ali bobo ana 
Ali Baba I 
"I have Ali Baba." 
I: So, how did you come from India? By plane? Speak! What 
is this when you came here first? 
o: awwal fi jid;3i ana sa?udija awwal fi jid;3i dammmm ana d'ahrmn 
Jugl hmda 
first there is comes I Saudi Arabia first there is 
comes Darnmam34 I Dhahran work this 
"'The first time I came to Saudi Arabia, I arrived in 
Dammam and worked in Dhahran." 
I: From where? From Madras Bombay comes? 
o: la trronadoyro kerla 
no Tironadogro35 Kerala. 36 
"No, Tironadogro, Kerala." 
I: Kerala. 
o: kerla ana jid;3i ala t' ul fi goraijmt 
Kerala I he comes right away there is Gurayat 
"I came from Kerala right away to Gurayat." 
I: Plane where? Riyadh? 
31 A person's name. 
32 A person' s name. 
33 A person' s name. 
34 A city in Eastern Saudi Arabia. 
35 A region in India. 
36 A region in India. 
o: ah d'ahram d'ahram ba~den fi jic:f.3i njmd ba~den fi jic:f.3i lgoraijmt 
sogl kowaijis alhamdolillmh bobo kolhom kwaijis alhamdolillmh 
ana fi ruh bobo ana fi sawa sawa fi ruh mazm~a fi jic:f.3i kwaijis hmda 
mazra~a kollo alhamdol1llmh 
uh Dhahran Dhahran then there is comes Riyadh then 
there is comes Gurayat work good thank God dad all of 
them good thank God I there is go dad I there is 
together together there is go farm there is comes good 
this farm all of it good thank God 
"Uh, Dhahran. Then I came to Riyadh then to Gurayat. 
My job is good, thank God. My dad and everybody is 
good, thank God. I go to the farm with my dad. The 
farm is good, thank God." 
I: What is there at the farm? 
o: h.mda kollo fi kospora kospora bandora maqdomsja f1lf1I ~anab 
~anab rommmn aljom rommam katir anab rommam katir kollo yalos' 
hmda 
this all of it there is cilantro cilantro tomato 
parsley pepper grapes grapes pommegrante today 
pommegrante a lot grapes pommegrante a lot all of it 
finish this 
"There are all kinds: cilantro, tomato, parsley, 
pepper, grapes, pommegrante. Today there is a lot of 
grapes and pommegrante." 
I: Dates? 
o : tamr tamr fi bas ma fi katir 
dates dates there is but not there is a lot 
"Dates, there is but not a lot." 
I: Now a lot? 
o: katir ba~den fi ma za1tun kollo fi mawc:f.3ud fi amab fi fi llammm fi 
a lot then there is not olives all of it there is 
available there is a rabbit there is there is pigeons 
there is 
"A lot. Then there is olive all over. There are 
rabbits and pigeons." 
I & Bas 
I: Who are you? 
Bas : ana bcesum3 ana 
I (am) Basurajn I 
"I am Basuraj." 
I: How many years have you been here? 
Bas: ana talceta sane hma fuyl 
I three year here work 
"I have been working here for three years." 
I: Yeah. What is your full name? 
Bas: ana 1smak bmsawarmcf3 budjappa gullor 
I your name (is) Basuraj Budyappa Gullar38 
"My name is Basuraj Budyappa Gullar." 
I: Uh, Basuraj. 







I: Yeah. What's Batta' s 39 
Bas: bat'a ana aku 
relationship to you? 
Batta I (am) his brother 
"I'm Batta's brother." 
I: His brother. 
37 A person's name. 
38 A person's name. 
39 A person's name. 
Bas: ax na~am 
yes 
"Yes." 
I: Good. Do you have a wife and children? 
Bas: aIWa kollo fi 
yeah all of it there is 
"Yeah, I have it all." 
I: Speak here. I ask you questions, you speak Arabic. 
Bas : salmmo ~alekcm ana 1smak bcesawarmd.3 ana fi Jcgl hnmk mo?assas 
ana hxna Jcyl talmta sanna bobo fi kwaxjxs kollc fi kwaxjxs hnmk 
nJmt+a ana kcllu fi kwaijis 
S.alamu Alaikum I am your name is Basuraj I am there is 
work there establishement I am here work three year 
dad there is good all of it there is good there God 
willing I am all of it there is good 
"Salamu Alaikum. My name is Basuraj. I have been 
working here at the establishment for three years. Dad 
is good. Everybody is good there. I am good." 
I: Where ·-did you go? 
Bas: la ana ruh tahl1ja 
no I go desalination 
"I go to the water desalination station." 




I: What's the matter? 
Bas: moja suf moja ma fi ana 
water see water not there is I 
"I saw if there was water." 
I: See water. Yeah, yeah. You brought water for the 
house. 
Bas: mmJam surb bet 
for drinking house 
"Drinking water for the house." 




I: What's with you and the police? 
Bas : h«Eda loha ma fi mazbut' wara 
this plate not there is right rear 
"The rear license plate was not right." 
I: Plate? 
Bas: ax na\'"am trella sawweto d.3adid ja\'"ni s'andug 
yes trailer did it new that is box 
"Yes, the box we did on the new trailer." 
I: Yeah. 
Bas: ma a\'"t'et ana nasit loha wara mJxktu murur bas a\'"t'ik mukmla 
not I did I forgot plate rear caught it police but I 
give you a ticket 
"I forgot to put the rear license plate. The police 
caught me and gave me a ticket." 
I: Yeah. The matter is finished? 
Bas: xalos' mukmlaf 
finish tiket 
"The ticket is done." 




I: OK. How is the work? 
Bas: amdulla kwaijis kullu 
thank God good all of it 
"Good, thank God." 
I: Good. 
Bas : kwa1j1s sugl 
good work 
"The work is good." 
I: Do you take this car to the farm? How? 
Bas: waddi fi d3ib fi Zibl bas waddi ja~ni hnmk waggaf trella sil ms 
ana jrcf3i waggaf trella ma~ak sil ms ana jid3i 
take there is bring there is manure but take that is 
there park trailer remove head I comes park trailer 
with you remove head I comes 
''I took manure, parked the trailer, removed the head, 
and came back." 
I: Return head, that is? 
Bas: rAcf3I~ ms 
return head 
"I returned the head." 
I: Leave the trailer there? 
Bas: kalli trella hnmk 
leave trailer there 
"I left the trailer there." 
I: How many days? 
Bas : mumkm jom jomen 
maybe day two days 





I: Then you go? 
Bas: ba"den truh md3ibo 
then you go we bring it 
"Then we go and bring it back." 
I: Doesn't it come? 
Bas: la howwa ma jxd3i 
no it not comes 
"No, it doesn't come. " 
I: You go? 
Bas: ana truh bas 
I you go only 
"I go only." 
I: Yeah. OK. You sell ice where? In Haditha or where? 
Bas: ruh fi hadiJa ana jom 1lsabt ruh ~ala ful bas 
go there is Haditha I Saturday go always only 
"I always go to Haditha on Saturday." 
I: Only saturday? 




Bas: jom 1lsabt jom 117ahad fi ruh arbA~ jom ~ala t'ul 
Saturday Sunday there is go four day always 
"Saturday, Sunday; four days a week always." 
I: Speak! What Saturday? 
Bas: jom 1lsabt fi ruh jom Ilhad jom 11Itnen ja~ni jom 1ltalceta om 
117arbA ~ bas 
Saturday there is go Sunday Monday that is Tuesday 
Wednesday only 
"I go Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 
only." 
I: And then? 
Bas: ba~den jomen fi be~ hma jom 1lkamis jom 1ld,3om~a 
then two days there is sale here Thursday Friday 
"Then there is sale here on Thursday and Friday." 
I: Yeah. Sale here. 
Bas: be~ hma bas 
sale here only 
"Sale here only." 
I: No sale in Haditha? 
Bas: ma fi be~ 
not there is sale 
"There is no sale. " 
I: Why? 
Bas : ja~ni jom Ilkamis ma fi ja~mII sa1jmra 
that is Thursday not there is he works car 
"Trucks don't run on Thursday, that is." 
I: No cars? 
Bas : tarancJ.3it ma j1d3i bas ana ma fi ruh jom 1lcf.3uma ma fi be~ mazbut' 
transit not comes but I not there is go Friday not 
there is sale good 
"Transit does not come. I don't go on Friday. Sales 
are not good." 
Bas & Ah 




Ah: You go to Haditha? 
Bas: na~am ruh hadiJa 
yes go Haditha 
"Yes, I go to Haditha." 
Ah: Where do you go? 
Bas: ruh ana jom 1lsabt 
go I Saturday 









Ah: Or Haditha? 
Bas: la fladiJa 
no Haditha 
"No, Haditha." 
Ah: What do you do? 
Bas: la nbi~ talz bas 
no we sell ice only 
"I sell ice only." 
Ah: Huh? 
Bas : bi~ talz 
sell ice 
"Sell ice." 
Ah: Sell ice? 
Bas: i na~am 
yes 
"Yes." 
Ah: How much do you sell? What is this bag? What's its 
name? 
Bas: hmda gmlab 
this (is) mould 





Ah: How long is it? 
Bas: t'ul fi wmhad mitar 
length there is one meter 
"There is one meter in length." 
Ah: Weight? 
Bas : wa3n hmda arbat'A Uar kilo 
weight this fourteen kilo 
"The weight is fourteen kilos." 
Ah: What? 
Bas: arbA~t'A~J kilo 
fourteen kilo 
"Fourteen kilos." 
Ah: What fourteen? 
Bas: kilo kilo bas 
kilo kilo only 
"Kilos, kilos, only." 
Ah: Weight? 














Ah: . OK. You sell all of it completely or half of it? 
Bas : la kollo kmm1I bi~ bas 
no all of it complete sell only 
"No, sell all of it complete only." 
Ah: You don't sell half? 
Bas: marrA fi bi~ nos' 
time there is sell half 
"One time I sold a half." 
Ah: Half? How much do you sell the half for? 
Bas: nos' fi bi~ kamsa rjml 
half there is sell five riyal 
"I sell the half for five riyals." 
Ah: Five riyals. And the mould? All of it? 
Bas: bi~ ~asarAh rjml 
sell ten riyal 
"I sell for ten riyals." 




Ah: Good. OK. How much do you carry in the car? How many 
moulds? 
Bas: kul jom sil marrA 1srin wmh1du 1srin 
every day carry time twenty twenty-one 
"Every day I carry twenty, twenty-one at a time." 





Bas: wmh1du 1srin 
twenty-one 
"Twenty-one." 
Ah: Does anything return with you? 
Bas: gAbl ma jird3a~ alhin fi j1rd3a~ bas alhin mawsam fi bard 
before not returns now there is returns but now season 
there is cold 
"Nothing returned before. Now some returns, but now is 
the cold season." 
Ah: Season finished? 
Bas: na~am kales' alhin kullu 
yes 
"Yes, 
finish now all of it 
finished- all of it." 
Ah: Yeah. What kind of car do you have? 
Bas: na~ mar1.fid1s 
kind Mercedes 
"A Mercedes." 
Ah: No, what car, tha is? 







Ah: You put bread in it? 
Bas: la mo hutt'u kubuz bas huttu tal3 
no not put it bread only put it ice 
"No, I don't put bread in it; I only put ice." 
Ah: Huh? Bread? 
Bas : · huttu tald3 bas ma huttu kubus 
put it ice only not put it bread 
"I put ice only, not bread." 
Ah: You eat bread and ice together? 
Bas: la ma 
no not 
"No, not. " 
Ah: Huh? 
Bas : akl ma abbi moja surb sawa sawa tal3 bas 
eating not fill water drinking together together ice 
only 
"No eating. I fill drinking water for ice only." 
Ah: OK. You are where now? 
Bas: ana g1ra1jmt alg1ra1jmt 
I Gurayat Gurayat 
"I am in Gurayat. " 
Ah: Where is Gurayat located in the Kingdom? 
Bas: ana j1d3i mm mdi 
I he comes from Indian 
"I come from India." 




Ah: Area, area? Fly north? 







Ah: . Speak! What do you do when you get up? 
Bas: sobah so bah 
morning morning 
"Morning, morning." 
Ah: You sreep at night, get up in the morning? What time? 
Bas : momkm sm~a sab~a sm~a s1tta nos' sm~a tammni k1da 
maybe 7:00 6:30 8:00 like this 





Ah: Get up and do what? 
Bas: awwal fi gas ii kollo 
first there is washing all of it 
"First, I wash everything." 
Ah: wash what? 







wash only head that is 








"Your face. " 
Yes. 
ma s1sma hceOa 
·not what's its name this 
"Not what's its name-- this." 
Ah: Tooth brush? 
Bas: furf a na~am 
brush yes 
"Brush, yes. " 
Ah: Did you receive a letter? 
Bas : j1d.3i aljom rascela 
comes today letter 
"A letter came today." 
Ah: You see many letters? 
Bas: aljom j1cf.3i bas ma fi Jahren ma fi nscela 
today comes only not there is two months not there is 
letter 
"Today's letter is the first one in two months." 
Ah: Two months, there is no letter? 
Bas: ma fi nscela 
not there is letter 
"No letter." 
Ah: You are happy or upset today? 




Bas: mabsut' ana mabsut' 
happy I (am) happy 
"Happy. I am happy." 
Ah: Because there is a letter? 
Bas: ~aJmn fi nsmla aljom 
because there is letter today 
"Because there is a letter today." 
Ah: . From whom? 
Bas: mm madmm 
from wife 
"From my wife." 
w & Ah 
w: onni knJnan 
Unni Krishnan40 
"Unni Krishnan." 
Ah: How many years have you been here in Gurayat? 
w: alhin sxtta sana ja~ni 
now six year that is 























What is this? 
hmda tarmos 
this (is) thermos 
"This is a thermos. 
And this? 
hmda stul 
this (is) stool 
nThis is a stool." 
Ah: In Arabic? 
40 A person's name. 
" 
W: arbi ma fi ma~lum hceda 
Arabic not there is known this 













Ah: And this? A cord? 
W: Siik hceOa 
cord this (is) 
"This is a cord. " 
Ah: What cord? 
w: Siik kahrAba hceda 
cord electricity this (is) 
"This is an electrical cord." 
Ah: Or a welding cord? 
w: la? Siik kahrAba hceda 
no cord electricity this (is) 
"No, this is an electrical cord." 
Ah: Say "welding bar" 
W: Siik IIhcem tceni heed a ma 
bar welding another this (is) not 
"A welding bar is something else." 
Ah: Bar. A welding bar. 
W: sik IIhmm fi tami heed a 
bar welding there is another this (is) 
"A welding bar is something else." 
Ah: A welding bar. What does a welding bar mean? 
w: sik ja~ni hadid hceda sawa sawa 
bar that is iron this (is) together together 





Ah: , Or wood? 
w: kaJab la7 ma fi 
wood no not there is 
"No, not wood." 
Ah: Not wood? 
w: m1J kaJab 
not wood 
"Not wood." 
Ah: Eh. You work as a •.. ? 
w : la 7 ana fi m&kmnik 
no I (am) there is mechanic 
"I am a mechanic." 
Ah: You speak well. You are not a turner? 
W: hmda karmt batt'A fi karmt 
this turner Batta there is turner 
"This is a turner. Batta is a turner." 
Ah: Batta is a turner. Is it cold or hot now? 
w: hmr ja~ni bard Jwa1ja Jwa1ja j1d3i 
hot that is cold a little bit a little bit comes 
"Hot. A little bit of cold is coming." 
Ah: Will you speak about the weather? How is the weather 
now? How is the weather? Cold? 
W: ja~ni alhin kwa1j1s maws1m maws1m 
that is now good season season 
"It's good now. Seasonable." 
Ah: Is there wind? 
w: hawa masbut alhin sawa sawa 
wind good now together together 
"The wind is good now." 




Ah: Trees, trees. 
w : sad3ar sacf3ar 
trees trees 
"Trees, trees." 




Ah: How did you come? Walking? 
w : la 7 sa1jmra j1d3i sa1jmra 
no car he comes car 
"No, I came by car." 
Ah: With whom? 
w: ma~ batt'A sawa sawa 
with Batta together together 
"With Batta together." 








Ah: All of you came 
W: la 1tnen sa1jmra 
no two car 
"No, two cars. " 
Ah: Huh? 
W: tnen sa1jmra 
two car 
"Two cars. " 
Ah: Is Batta's car 
W: la? 
no 
"No . " 
in one 
big? 
Ah: What color is Batta's 
W: batt'A sa1jmra abjAd' 
Batta car white 
car? 
car? 
"Batta's car is white." 
Ah: Batta's car color? 
w: Ion sa1jmra batt'A abjAd' hmda 
color car Batta white this 





Ah: Wanni, how long have you been in the Kingdom? six 
years? 
W: sxtta sana kales hmOi 
six year finished this 
"Six years are gone." 




Ah: What is this? 
w : musad.311 
recorder 
"A recorder." 








Ah: And this? What is this? 
W: hmOa hmndl 
this (is) handle 
"This is a handle." 
Ah: In Arabic? 
W: bxl~arAbi id hmda 
in Arabic hand this 
"In Arabic, hand." 




Ah: And this? 
W: heed a Siik 
this (is) cord 
"This is-a cord. " 




Ah: . Say "here there is" ! 
w: Jerit' cf3uwwa Jarit' hceda 
cassette inside cassette this 
"There is a cassette inside." 
Ah: On or ... ? 
W: Jugal Jugal hmdi 
on on this 





Ah: Off or ... ? 
W: la la Jayal Jayal 
no no on on 
"No, no. On, on. " 
Ah: Off? Not off? 
W: la mrJ matfi 
no not off 
"No, not off. " 
Ah: OK. What do you eat for dinner? 
W: lrssa ma fi asa 
not yet not there is dinner 
"I haven't had dinner yet." 
Ah: No, that is ... 
w: dac:f.3md.3 gubus brllel 
chicken bread at night 
"I eat chicken and bread at night." 
Ah: At night? Bread? 
w: ·gubus dac:f.3md.3 
bread chicken 
"Bread and chicken." 
Ah: And rice? 
w: rus d'uhr bas 
rice noon only 
"Rice at noon only." 
Ah: And the morning? 
W: subah fut'ur kubus 
morning breakfast bread 


















W: ah zet zeto 
uh oil oli. .. 





Ah: Sour cream? 
W: labna fi 
sour cream there is 
"There is sour cream. " 









w: a1wa aIWa a1wa hceda fi akl 
yeah yeah yeah this there is eating 
"Yeah, yeah, yeah, this is for eating." 




Ah: OK. In India, do they milk and yogurt a lot? 
W: fi katir 
there is a lot 
"A lot. " 
Ah: Is there a lot? 
w: · labart. fi ha lib katir 
yogurt there is milk a lot 
"There is a lot of milk." 
Ah: Cow milk or goat.milk? 








cheese there is 





Ah: You know what "zibda" is? 
W: Zibda la ma fi 
"zibda" no not there is 
"No, I don't know zibda." 
Ah: Butter, that is. 
w: batac a1wa z1bda 
butter yeah "zibda" 
"Butter, yeah. Zibda." 
Ah: This is "zibda". 
w: a1wa batac 
yeah butter 
"Yeah, butter." 








Ah: Huh? like cows? 
w: zax bakar 
like COWS 
"Like cows." 
Ah: Is buffalo the same kind or another kind? 
w: no~ tmni hmOa 
kind another this 
"This is another kind." 
Ah: Not the same as cows? 
w: la bagar ma fi sem sem 
no cows not there is same same 
"No, not the same as cows." 
Ah: OK. When did you come from India? 
w : j1cl3i alhin s1tta sana 
he comes now six year 
"I came six years ago." 
Ah: No, I mean from vacation. 




w: arb kamsa sahr kales 
four five month finished 
"Four or five months ago." 




Ah: You have babies? 
W: fi bebi 
there is baby 
"I have babies." 




Ah: Wanni, you have. a license? 
W: fi mxs'a hmdi --
there is license Indain 
"I have an Indian license." 
Ah: What license is this? A driving liense? 
w: mxs'a lesans sawwmk a1wa 
"rukhsa" license driver yeah 
"A driver's license, yeah." 
Ah: What? You are a driver? 
w: la ana mikaniki bas fi roks'a fi mawcJ3ud 
no I (am) mechanic but there is license there is 
available 
"No, I am a mechanic but I have a license." 
Ah: OK. This is a car. 
w: sa1jcera kabir hceda 
car big this 
"This is a big car." 
Ah: OK. You ride a car and go. Come on! 
I: What do you do? 
w: awwal Jof mofta fi Jogal bac;dn fi gir 
-first see key there is start then there is gear 
"First, I start the car with the key and then move the 
gear." 
Ah: There is no oil, .no problem? 
w: la zet awwal fi Jof ba'lden fi ruh sa1jmra 
no oil first there is see then there is go car 
"No, first I check the oil and then move the car." 
Ah: Then? 
w: set moja ser kAvArcet brekcet awwal fi Jof ba'lden fi xmJi sa1jmra 
oil water belt tires brakes first there is see then 
there is go car 
"First, I check oil, water, belts, tires, and brakes 
and then move the car." 
Ah: Yeah, start! 
w: Jaggal ba'lden fi awwal gir awwal gir tceni j1d'las kla1f 
start then there is first gear first gear second he 
steps on clutch 
"Start and then move the gear into first position then 
second position by stepping on the clutch." 
Ah: What do you do? 
w: ba~den j1d~as sona bansin sawwi aIWa ba~den fi j1mJi swa1ja 
swa1ja Juf brek mazbut' walla ma fi mazbut' 
then he steps speed gasoline do yeah then there is he 
goes slowly slowly see brake good or not there is good 
"Then, I speed by stepping on the gas accelerator and 
then go slowly and check if the brakes are good." 
Ah: Yeah. 
w: awwal fi sawwi brek 
first there is do brake 
"First, I do the brakes." 
Ah: Then this? 
W: wzmmur fi Juf 
and horn there is see 
"And check the horn." 
Ah: Yeah. 
w: 1Jmra lamba fi Jof 
signal lamp there is see 
"I check the signal light." 
Ah: OK. You have a license plate on the car? Plate, plate? 
I: "Loha, loha". 
w: plet a1wa loha fi 
plate yeah "loha" there is 
"Yeah, there is a plate." 
Ah: You know its number? 
w : la ana fi nasit 
no I there is I forgot 
"No, I forgot. " 
Ah & I & B 
B: ana ljom fi ana jr3i kam mm xlmo?assasa mo Ji krda wmhxd 
sa1jmra fi saddam 
I today there is I he comes was from the establishment 
walking like this one car there is hit 
"I was coming from the establishment today when I saw 
a car hit." 
Ah: Hit who? 
B : wcsh1d sa1jcsra saddam 
one car hit 
"One car hit." 
Ah: Two cars hit? 
B: aIWa tnen sa1jmra saddam ana fi waggaf k1da j1c:f.3i ~md 1Jmra 
waggaf k1da wcsliad sa1jmra j1cf3i min wara k1da ba~ den h1na 
ba~den horub k1da ba~den ajml kollo j1bki katir 
yeah two car hit I there is he stopped like this he 
comes at the sign he stopped like this one car comes 
from behind like this then here then escaping like 
this ~pen children all of it he cries a lot 
"Yeah, two cars hit each other. One car stopped at the 
sign and the other hit it from behind and ran away, 
and the children started crying." 
Ah: Whose children? 
B : katir hma fog ajml 
a lot here up children 
"A lot of children up there." 
Ah: Your children in the car? 
B : la 1jcsl katir ncss fi 
no children a lot people there is 
"No, there were a lot of children and people." 
Ah: Yeah. 
B : walad kollo fi hnmk katir 
boy all of it there is there a lot 
"There were a lot of boys there." 
Ah: Uh. 
B: ana j1d3i wara sa1jcera wara ma fi d'u wara sa1jcera 
I he comes behind car behind not there is light behind 
car 
"I came behind a car with no light." 
Ah: Uh. There is no light. 
B: wmh1d t'Ala~ guddmm ba~den ba~den ruh k1da ba~den waggaf 
hu law ma fi ma fi saddam sa1jcera 
one went ahead then then go like this then he stopped 
he if not there is not there is he hit car 
"One of them went ahead then went like that then 
stopped. If he did't stop, he wouldn't have been hit 
by a car." 
Ah: Uh. He hit your car. 
B: ma fi d'Arb ana fi t'1la~ k1da Jwa1ja guddmm wmh1d sa1jmra fi 
s1dam fi waggaf hma saddam 
not there is he hit I there is he went ahead like this 
slowly ahead one car there is he hit there is he 
stopped here he hit 
"I wasn't hit. I was up front. The car that stopped 
got hit." 




Ah: Weight? How much weight? 
B : wazn ana s1ttin kilo 
weight I {am) sixty kilo 
"I weigh sixty kilos." 
Ah: Sixty kilos? 
I: And your height? 
B: t' ul kamsawnos' 
height five and a half 
"My height is five and a half." 
I: How tall are you, Batta? 
B : kamsa fit kamsa 
five feet five 
"Five feet, five." 
I: Five feet? 
Ah: OK. This is a recorder. What's its color? 
B : hceaa mosa<tal mosad.3al taamra 
this (is) recorder recorder red 
"This is a red recorder." 
Ah: Yeah. Why did you turn it off? 
B: ana ma fi t'Affi ho Jayycel hcedi 
I not there is turn off it (is) on this 
"I did not turn it off. It's on." 
Ah: On? 
B: a1wa Jayycel 
yeah on 
"Yeah, on." 
Ah & I & Q 
Ah: In India, do they grow wheat? 
Q: la 7 zan gamli fi band3ceb 
no grow wheat there is Punjab 
"They grow wheat in Punjab." 
Ah: Yeah. 
Q: ja~ni Jarq1ja 
that is eastern 
"In the eastern area, that is." 




Ah: Like the bread that is in India? 
Q: fi xubz 
there is bread 
"There is bread." 
Ah: Bread? 
Q: fi xubz lmk1n ma fi za1 xubz fi furq 
there is bread but not there is like bread there is 
difference 
"There is bread but it is different." 
Ah: This bread? This? 
Q: ma fi roz gamli 
not there is rice wheat 
"There isn't rice wheat. " 




I: Yeah. How do they make it? 
Q: sawwi za1 fAnina 
make it like flour 
"They make it as flour." 
Ah: Flour? 
Q: t'11lin ja~ni gamn tAnina 
flour that is wheat flour 
"Flour, wheat flour, that is." 
I: Yeah. 
Q: ba~dn fi sawwi lmkm ma fi furn za1 sa~udi 
then there is make but not there is oven like Saudi 
"Then, they make, but not like ovens in Saudi Arabia." 
I: Huh? 
Q: furn s'Ayir 
oven small 





I: All of India, all of it, small oven? 
Q: hmda Jarq1ja ma fi akl xobz ka8ir 
this eastern not there is eating bread a lot 
"In the Eastern area, they don't eat a lot." 
I: Uh, they eat rice. 
Q: kollu roz 
all of it rice 
"All of it, rice." 
Ah: Yeah. 
Q: ana balad ana balad ja~ni kerla 
I town I town that is Kerala 
"My home town is Kerala." 
Ah: Yeah. 
Q: ma fi kol xubz roz 
not there is all bread rice 
"There isn't always bread and rice." 
Ah: Is there bread from rice? 
Q: fl lmkm hmOa fi Ismus Smni 
there is but this there is its name (is) another 
"There is, but it has another name." 
Ah: That is, there is bread, no wheat in it; there is rice 
in it? 
Q : la la fi ruz fi ruz lcekm hceOa fi 1smu loya kerla fi 1smus eami 
no no there is rice there is rice but this there is 
its name language Kerala there is its name (is) 
another 
"There is rice bread, but it has another name in the 
language of Kerala." 
I: Eh. That is, they grind flour later? 
Q: t'Aliin ax awwal run mak kin makina ka9ir baden makina fi roz 
flour I first go machine machine a lot then mahine 
there is rice 
"First, the machine produces flour, then there is 
rice." 
I: Rice flour? 
Q: 1n fi t'Aliin 
then there is flour 
"Then, there is flour." 
Ah: You are Abdulqader? 41 
Q: ana ~abdulqodxr 
I (am) Abdulqader 
"I am Abdulqader." 
Ah: How many years have you been in the Kingdom? 
41 A person's name. 
Q: ana lflin fi talat'A ~Jar sana 18nen Jahr 
I now there is thirteen year two month 
"I have been here for thirteen years and two months." 
Ah: Two months? 
Q : 18nen I ahr 
two month 
"Two months." 
Ah: Good, yeah. What is it that you grow in India? 
Q: fi roz 
there is rice 
"There is rice." 
Ah: Rice. 
Q: fl xoa'ra 
there are vegetables 
"There are vegetables." 
Ah: Watermelon? 
Q: bat'ix fi lcek1n ma fi za1 sa~udi ka9ir not 
watermelon there is but not there is like Saudi a lot 
kind 
"There is watermelon, but not many kinds as in Saudi 
Arabia." 
Ah: What kind? How many kinds of watermelon? 
Q: ma fi za1 satudi ka9ir fi 
not there is like Saudi a lot there is 
"There aren't as many kinds as in Saudi Arabia." 
Ah: Is it long or circular watermelon? 
Q: la modawar modawar 
no circular circular 
"No, circular, circular." 
Ah: Circular? 
Q: azwa fi bat'ix 
yeah there is watermelon 
"Yeah, there is watermelon." 
Ah: One color? 
Q: la? fi zaI abjA6' w7ax6'Ar 
no there is like white and green 
"No, white and green." 
Ah: White and green. That is, one watermelon white and one 
green? 
Q: abjA6' w7ax6'Ar fi ax6'Ar 
white and green there is green 
"White and green. There is green." 
Ah: There is cantaloupe? 
Q: Jammmm ana ma Jofto fi 
cantaloupe I not I saw it there is 
"Cantaloupe, I did not see it, but there is." 
Ah: Is there coconut? 
Q: c:f3ozzlhmd fi ka8ir 
coconut there is a lot 
"Coconut, there is a lot." 
Ah: There are short or tall trees? 
Q: la fi sana ka9ir fi jzd3i t'awil 
no there is year a lot there is it comes tall 
"A lot of years, they are tall." 
Ah: Yeah. What does "one year a lot" mean? 
Q: fi Jad3ar Jacf.3ar kabir ka9ir 
there are trees trees big a lot 
"There are a lot of big trees." 
Ah: Yeah. 
Q: ba~dn .fi Jwaxja Jwa1ja bas ma fi ka9ir 
then there is a little bit a little bit only not there 
is much 
"Then, they are becoming less and less." 
Ah: Yeah. 
Q: Ja3ar s'Ayir fi ka9ir 
trees small there is a lot 
"There are a lot of small trees." 
Ah: OK. How do they bring the coconut from up there? 
Q: za1 Ju 1smo 
like what's its name 
"Like ... what's its name? 
Ah: Dates? 
Q : za1 tamr zax tamr lmkm ma 
like dates like dates but not 
"Like dates, but not ... " 
Ah: You climb up? 
Q: ana fi xof 
I there is fear 
"I am afraid." 
Ah: He is afraid? 
Q: ana fi xuf ruh wmnxd marrA ana s'Ayir fi run wmnxd marrA fi 
IOZII tant 
I there is fear go one time I (am) young there is go 
one time there is climb down 
"I am afraid. One time when I was young, I went and 
climbed down." 
Ah: You fall? 




Q: ba,den fi 6'Arb fi bobo 
then there is hitting there is dad 
"Then, dad hit me." 
Ah: Dad hit you? huh? 
Q: ana xof ka9ir ba,den ma fi yof 
I (am) fear a lot then not there is fear 
"I was never afraid after then." 
Ah: What did he do? 
Q: O 'Arabto wceli1d bo bo 
I hit him one dad 
"Dad hit me." 
Ah: You hit him? 
Q: la bobo ana 0 'Arab 
no dad I hit 
"No, dad hit me." 
Ah: Dad, you hit him? 
Q: O'Arabt bobo ana 
I hit dad I 
"Dad hit me." 
Ah: Funny, this is. 
Q: ma fi ana 6'Arab bobo 
not there is I hit dad 
"I did not hit dad." 
Ah: Why did he hit you? 
Q: 6'Arab bobo 
hit dad 
"Dad hit ... " 
Ah: You hit dad? With what? 
Q: . ana ma ana ma fi 
I not I not there is 
"I did not." 
Ah: With a stick? 
Q: ah ~as'oja ~as'oja 
uh stik stik 
"Uh, a stick." 




Ah: Yeah. OK. Who climbs? There is a person climbing up 
or---? 
Q: fi nafar jxt'la~ fog 
there is person he climbs up 
"There is a person who climbs up." 
Ah: That is, he climbs up and brings what? What's its 




I: OK. Where does he bring it from? We heard ... they said 












I: Then a person comes, catches a stone, and hits the 
coconut. 
Q: ah fi j13i 
uh there is he comes 
"Uh, he comes." 
I: He hits at the monkey. 
Ah: What does he do? 
I: The monkey takes coconuts and throws them down. 
Q: fi fi a'Arb fi (fArb flac:f3ar 
there is there is hitting there is hitting stone 
"There is stone hitting." 
Ah: Who hits a stone? 
Q : nafar fi a' Arb nad,3ar mm tant 
person there is hitting stone from down 
"A person hits stones from down." 
Ah: He hits where? 
I: At the monkey. 
Q: ~Ind ~md IJfad3ar 
by by the trees 
"By the trees." 
I: At the monkey. 
Q: ~Ind 1IJad.3ar 
by the trees 
"By the trees." 
Ah: Up? 
Q : ~Ind 1JI acf.3ar cf.3oz1lh1nd fi 
by the trees coconut there is 






Q : j1c)3i talit 
he comes down 
"He comes down." 
Ah: Where? 
I: At the monkey. 
Q: ~md ~md a1Jad.3ar 
by by the trees 
"By the trees." 





Q : fi j1d.3i talit hma 
there is he comes down here 
"He comes down." 




Ah: What is "monkey"? 
I: Monkey, that is. 
Ah: The monkey. 
Q: xlgxrd eh 
the monkey eh 
"The monkey, eh." 
Ah: Yeah. 








I: Then he takes coconuts. 
Q: axwa axwa 
yeah yeah 
-"Yeah, yeah." 
I: Someone comes-- like Abdulqader, like me. He wants. He 




I: He hits a stone at the monkey. 
Q : ah lllAnki mAngi 
uh monkey monkey 
"Uh, monkey, monkey." 
I: The monkey, what does he do? He cuts coconuts and 




Ah: Monkey, monkey. 
Q: gxrd gxrd hmda 
monkey monkey this 
"Monkey ... monkey, this is." 





Q: xsmo ef 
his name (is) what 
"His name is what?" 
Ah: Monkey. 
Q: Qird hAh 
monkey huh 
"Monkey, huh." 
Ah: Monkey. There are people who say "ape". 
Q: s1~dam hAh mAnki 
ape huh monkey 
"Ape, huh. Monkey." 
Ah: Yeah. --
I: Is this right? 
Q: ah hmOa ef hmOa fi d3abal ka8ir howwa fi 1stanna ~md 1JJa3ar 
momkm O'Arabo fi liacf3ar howwa fi 1ms1k eh 
uh this (is) what this (is) there is mountain a lot he 
there is wait by the trees maybe he hit him there is 
stone he there is catch eh 
"Uh. This is what? There are a lot of mountains. He 
waits by the trees. If he is hit by a stone, he 
catches it." 
I: Nuts? Coconuts? 
Q : 1ms1k fi flacf.3ar fi O 'Arb 
catch there is stone there is hitting 
"He catches a stone and hits it." 
I: He catches a stone? 
Q : ah ImSik fl flad.3ar fl 6 'Arb 
uh catch there is stone there is hitting 
"Uh. He catches a stone and hits it." 
I: Uh. 
Ah: No. That is, he (the monkey) climbs up the tree? 
Q: axwa hmOa 
yeah this 
"Yeah." 
Ah: Hits a stone? 
Q: ma fi 
not there is 
"There isn't." 
Ah: He does not have a stone? 
Q: ma ~mdo liad.3ar howwa fi Jilo hmOi fi 
not he has stone he there is carry it this there is 
"He does not have a stone. He carries it." 
I: Uh. I heard something like that. 




Ah: There are trees. Are they cut from trees? 
Q: 1gt'nA~ mm Jacf3ar 
cut from trees 
"Cut from trees. " 
Ah: What do they do? 
Q: qt'A~ mm Jad3ar 
cut from trees 
"Cut from trees. " 




Ah: This is tender or hard? 
Q: la t'Ari hceOi ba~den fi 
no tender this then there is 
"No, this is tender. Then, there is ... " 
Ah: You break it with a knife or a stone? 
Q: kolla fi fi ma fi zrkkin fi hac:f3ar 
all of it there is there is not there is knife there 
is stone 
"Not a knife, but a stone." 
Ah: That is, you are what? 
Q: lcekm momkm fi sawwi fi O'Arb s1kkin 
but maybe there is do there is hitting knife 
"But maybe it is hit with a knife." 




Ah: Too hard, right? 
I: This is a hammer? 
Q : a1wa hceOa le I 
yeah this (is) why 
"Yeah, this is why?" 
Ah: Why is it hard? 
Q: hmOa kollo fi barrAh fi fleer ka9ir ba~den jrc:f3i za1 hmOa 
this (is) all of it there is outside there is hot a 
lot then it comes like this 
"They are all hot from outside, then it becomes like 
this." 
Ah: Yeah. That is, what comes here, how old is it? 
I: This becomes strong, then? 
Q: ah sawwi k10a 
uh do like this 
"Uh,like this." 
Ah: That is, the coconut that comes here ... how old is it? 
Has it been cut from trees a long time ago ... two 
years? 
Q: Jactar momkm 8alm8a sana arbA~ sana ba'i'den fi j1d3i 
trees maybe three year four year then there is it 
comes 
"From trees. . . maybe three or four years, the~ it 
comes here." 
Ah: This is a piece? 
Q: liabba la bas 
piece no only 
"One piece only." 
Ah: What comes to Gurayat ... how old is it? 
Q: hceOa leJ fi barrAh fi ka8ir fi k1da fi Jil barrAh kollo ba'ldn fi 
nott'o barrAh momkm xamsa jom s1tta jom 'laJara jom 
this (is) why there is outside there is a lot there is 
like this there is carry outside all of it then there 
is put it outside maybe five day six day ten day 
"A lot of them are put outside maybe for five or six 
or ten days." 
Ah: Yeah. 
Q : fi j1cJ.3i za1 hmOi 
there is it comes like this 
"It comes like this." 













Ah: Why, then? 
Q: hm6a kulla 
this all 








(is) in the sun 
sun." 
Q: momlan ~aJara jom xamst'A~Jar jom fi f10tt'o fi Jams mm barrAh 
maybe ten day fifteen day there is put it in sun from 
outside 
"Maybe it is put in the sun from outside for ten or 
fifteen days." 
APPENDIX II 
DATA LISTS & TABLES 
H 
Subject's Native speaker's English Token-type 
pronunciation pronunciation gloss ratio42 
abscem abo oscema Abu Usama 0.004 
a dis 11nadi9a Haditha 0.004 
adisa 11nadi9a · Haditha 0.004 
ah ah uh 0.004 
jceli jceh yah 0.004 
ar ar yes 0.004 
azwa arwa yeah 0.019 
na)am na)am yes 0.043 
aktar ak9ar more 0.004 
al al the 0.004 
alhin. a In in now 0.019 
alhamdolrllceh alliamdulrl lceh thank God 0.014 
alliamdolrllceh alliamdolrl lceh thank God 0.009 
ana ana I 0.028 
arbA)a arba)a four 0.004 
arbAt'A)J arba)t'A)J fourteen 0.004 
a seen )aJmn because 0.004 
)ascen )aJmn because 0.009 
)asan )aJmn because 0.004 
as id as id acid 0.009 
w?asid w?asid and acid 0.004 
as)lan as~'lan originally 0.004 
awlcsd awlmd children 0.004 
awwal awwal first 0.019 
)aadi )aadi regular 0.004 
)cemrl )csm1I. worker 0.004 
)ommaalna )ummcelna our workers 0.004 
)ceWiz )CBWIZ needing 0.004 
ba)d ba)d after 0.019 
ba)den ba)den then 0.019 
)abdrrranmcen )abdxrralimaan Abdurrahman 0.004 
)abdot+Ah )abdat+Ah Abdullah 0.004 
bmt bmt girl 0.004 
baled baled town 0.004 
42 The token-type ratio = the number of the occurrences of a word/the number of 
word types in the speaker's speech. 
born be bombe Bombay 0.004 
bArd bard cold 0.019 
bard bard cold 0.004 
bar Ad bard cold 0.004 
bArd' bArd'o also 0.004 
bn:Jah briJah Brishah 0.004 
bas bas only 0.023 
bat'on:ja bat'on:ja battery 0.009 
damam dmamo dynamo 0.004 
damamo dmamo dynamo 0.004 
dawa dawa liquid 0.004 
cf31beel cf3beel mountains 0.004 
cf3adid cf31did new 0.004 
cf31did cf31did new 0.004 
d'ahrcen 10'ahrcen Dhahran 0.009 
hacf.3i 1iacf3i pilgrim 0.009 
cf3omrok cf3omrok customs 0.019 
fafi fafi for there is 0.004 
fi fi there is, in 0.285 
f1ltr f1ltr filter 0.014 
gara1jcet lgra1jcet Gurayat 0.004 
haOce hceOa this (sing., masc.) 0.014 
hceOa hceOa this 0.043 
heed a hceOa this 0.004 
habba liabba piece 0.004 
hnaa hma here 0.004 
Jayy1I Jayy1I operate 0.009 
liIIO liIIO fresh 0.004 
mJ mJ inch 0.004 
mfaat+Ah mJcef+Ah God willing 0.014 
mJce?attAh mJcs?attAh God willing 0.004 
'mdi 'mdi I have 0.004 
18nen 18nen two 0.004 
tenen 18nen two 0.009 
tnen 18nen two 0.004 
1tnen 18nen two 0.014 
1smceh 1smo its name 0.004 
Jxsmo Jxsmo what's its 
name 0.004 
ISSaa,cst ISSCB,cet the gauges 0.004 
Itf Itf H 0.009 
1tno,Jar 18na,far twelve 0.004 
j1cf3i j1cf3i he comes 0.033 
jmfa) jmfa) is good 0.009 
jmf1s'1I jmf1s'1I it separates 0.004 
jifrAb jifrAb he drinks 0.004 
j1rkab j1rkab it is 
installed 0.004 
j1t'la) j1t'la) it comes up 0.014 
ja)ni jatni that is 0.076 
kCBn kCBn was 0.009 
kabl gab I before 0.004 
kef kef how 0.009 
kimCBWijcet kimceWijcet chemicals 0.004 
kalcem kalcem speech 0.004 
klor klor chlorine 0.004 
klorin klorin chlorine 0.004 
kam kam how much 0.014 
kamsa xamsa five 0.014 
kamsin xamsin fifty 0.009 
karbonet karboncet carbonate 0.014 
katir kI9ir many 0.028 
kollo kollo all of it 0.009 
kwaijIS kwaijIS good 0.014 
la? la? no 0.009 
la la no 0.009 
)alaxja talaxja on me 0.004 
ta I eh )al eh on him 0.004 
9alce9a 9alce9a three 0.004 
talceta 9ala99a three 0.014 
talatto 9ala99a three 0.004 
lafla91U lalicelo by itself 0.009 
leJ leJ why 0.009 
ma) ma) with 0.009 
ma ma not 0.081 
mxs m1J not 0.004 
mos muJ not 0.004 
maxja ma1ja water 0.019 
moja moja water 0.043 
mce7 mce? water 0.004 
makinat makinat machine 0.009 
mawa9sir mawcesir pipes 0.004 
mawcf.3ud mawcf.3ud available 0.009 
mxlfl m1lfl salt 0.004 
mIIIli m1ll'l salt 0.004 
mcel1h mcelxfl salty 0.004 
malc:eh mc:elr1i salty 0.004 
mc:erjaba marjabba Maryabba 0.004 
marjabbo marjabba Maryabba 0.004 
madros madros Madras 0.004 
mahat'a ma1iafA station 0.004 
mahat'At ma1iat'At station 0.004 
mm mm from 0.014 
m1skila m1jl<Ila problem 0.004 
muJkila mujl<Ila problem 0.023 
muskII mujl<Ila problem 0.004 
m1tr m1tr meter 0.014 
mxtren m1tren two meters 0.004 
maktab maktab office 0.004 
ma)lum ma)lum known 0.009 
mambram mambrcen membrane 0.004 
mamoron mambrcen membrane 0.009 
marrA marrA one time 0.028 
marten marten two times 0.004 
mat' Ar mat' Ar rain 0.004 
mokarrar mukarrar purified 0.009 
mom km mumkm possible, maybe 0.009 
maxbas man bas clasp 0.004 
na3gis' nc:eg1s' low 0.004 
)mna )mdna at our place 0.004 
nos nos' half 0.004 
nus' nus' half 0.004 
pawar pawar power 0.009 
pi pi p 0.009 
pla3stik plcestik plastic 0.004 
put put put 0.004 
)afra \"afra ten 0.009 
har flar heat, hot 0.014 
rbo rbc:e) quarters 0.004 
rba3)U rbce) quarters 0.004 
sawa sawa together 0.019 
sawwceg sawwceg driver 0.004 
see\" a sce\"a hour 0.019 
sadig s'adig friend 0.004 
sagir s'Ayir small 0.004 
SifJd3obaron SifJd.3obaron Singjobaran 0.004 
Sif)goron Sil')goron Singoran 0.004 
sakkir sakkir close 0.004 
sakro sakru close it 0.004 
sakru sakro close it 0.004 
sana sana year 0.014 
sod jam sodjam sodium 0.004 
sorjam sod jam sodium 0.009 
sopparmork1t supparmorkit supermarket 0.009 
so?ub1ja ISS)Udija Saudi Arabia 0.004 
t'a1jorah t'arjorah plane 0.019 
ta1landi tarlandi Thai 0.004 
t'aWWII t'awwal it lasted 0.004 
tceni 9ceni another 0.019 
tahlzja talilrja water 
desalination 0.004 
talilija talil1ja water 
desalination 0.004 
timbreJar trmpn1far temperature 0.009 
t1mpre1far timpn1far temperature 0.004 
taklis~ taxlis' clearance 0.004 
taylis' taxi is' clearance 0.004 
t'ala~ t'ala) it came up 0.004 
t'Alabt t'Alabt I asked 0.004 
tanak tanka tank 0.004 
termo 9ermo thermo 0.004 
to tu to 0.004 
Juf Juf see 0.004 
fog I Juyl work, job 0.004 
Joy I Juyl work, job 0.019 
Jorb Jurb drinking 0.004 
valv valv valve 0.004 
Jwar JwaI a little bit 0.004 
Jwa1ja Jwaija a little bit 0.009 
Jiwarja Jwa1ja a little bit 0.004 
wcehrd wcslird one 0.033 
wcehad wcslird one 0.019 
wceliad wcslird one 0.004 
waafud wcelixd one 0.019 
wen wen where 0.004 
wfi wfi and there is 0.004 
waggaf waggif stop 0.004 
wa++Ah watt Ah I swear to God 0.004 
WIS'II was'al it arrived 0.004 
was'al was'al it arrived 0.004 
was'alna was'alna we arrived 0.004 
WIS'IIU was'alo they arrived 0.004 
wxtaeni w9ami and another 0.004 
walad waled boy 0.004 
wnjod' Wirn:jod' and Riyadh 0.009 
xalil xalil Khalil 0.004 
xalos' xalos' finished 0.004 
zjaera zjaeda extra 0.004 
zjaeda zjaeda extra 0.019 
zjora zjaeda extra 0.009 
Jadid Jadid powerful 0.004 
A 
Subject's Native speaker's English Token-type 
pronunciation pronunciation gloss ratio 
ana ana 0.058 
awwal awwal first 0.029 
bahar balir sea 0.029 
banr balir sea 0.058 
balad balad town 0.088 
bas bas only 0.029 
cf.3anbo cf.3anbo next to it 0.029 
kollo kollo all of it 0.029 
cf.3oz1lhmd cf.3oz1lhmd the coconut 0.058 
fi fi there is, in 0.617 
gallceb gallceb dump truck 0.029 
hma hma here 0.088 
i i yeah 0.029 
1lford 1lford the Ford 0.058 
j1cf.3i j1cf.3i he comes 0.029 
kCBJjO kcecf.30 cashew 0.058 
kabir klbir big 0.058 
kamCBn kamCBn also 0.029 
katir kISir many 0.058 
la? la? no 0.029 
la la no 0.029 
ma ma not 0.117 
maxja ma1ja water 0.029 
madina madina city 0.058 
marrA marrA one time 0.029 
marsid1s marsid1s Mercedes 0.029 
har har hot, heat 0.088 
sa1jCBra sa1jCBra car 0.029 
sawwceg sawwceg driver 0.029 
sacf.3ar facf.3ar trees 0.029 
sug sug drive 0.058 
tceni Sceni another 0.029 
wceh1d wcefud one 0.058 
Zirce\a zircs\a agriculture 0.029 
0 
Subject's Native speaker's English Token-type 
pronunciation pronunciation gloss ratio 
ah ah uh 0.008 
aIWa aIWa yeah 0.008 
ala )ala on 0.016 
)alekom )alekum on you 0.008 
alhamdulxllceh alnamdulxllceh thank God 0.032 
alliamdulxllceh alnamdolxllceh thank God 0.008 
ali )ali Ali 0.016 
alliin alliin now 0.008 
aljom ljom today 0.008 
jom jom day 0.008 
ana , ana I 0.245 
a nab )mab grapes 0.008 
)anab )mab grapes 0.016 
arbA) arbA)a four 0.008 
arnab arnab rabbit 0.008 
asra )afra ten 0.016 
)asra )afra ten 0.008 
awwal awwal first 0.016 
axu ax brother 0.008 
bobo bobo dad 0.049 
ba)den ba)den then 0.032 
)abdolmactid )abd1lmad3id Abdulmajeed 0.008 
be) be) sale 0.024 
be bi be bi baby 0.032 
bahr banr sea 0.024 
bxllel b1llel at night 0.016 
bandora bandora tomato 0.008 
bot bot boat 0.040 
bas bas only 0.008 
d'ahrcen 10'ahraen Dhahran 0.024 
dal<t 9alcf3 ice 0.016 
talcf3 9alcf3 ice 0.032 
dammcem 1ddammcem Dammam 0.008 
dubomsa dubomsa Dubunissa 0.008 
d3uma lcf3om)a Friday 0.032 
fen wen where 0.016 
fi fi there is, in 0.581 
bi fi there is, in 0.008 
vi fi there is, in 0.008 
f1lf1I filfII pepper 0.008 
flus flus money 0.008 
gora1jcet lgra1jcet Gurayat 0.008 
lgora1jcet lgra1jcet Gurayat 0.008 
heed a hceOa this 0.221 
had a hceOa this 0.024 
hma hma here 0.008 
ham mod nammad Hammad 0.008 
hamsa xamsa five 0.008 
Hams xamsa five 0.008 
xams xamsa five 0.008 
wHams wxamsa and five 0.008 
ImSik 1ms1k catch 0.016 
j1ms1k jrms1k he catches 0.016 
mdja. mdja, 1lhmd India 0.057 
mscet+Ah mJce++Ah God willing 0.008 
I Sa rl\rJa night 0.008 
\1srin \1Jrin twenty 0.008 
w\1Jrin w\1Jrin twenty- 0.008 
w\1srin w\1Jrin twenty- 0.016 
It'nA\J 19na\f twelve 0.008 
1tnen 19nen two 0.008 
jd:3ib jcJ3ib he brings 0.008 
jrcf.3i j1cf3i he comes 0.114 
kabir kibir big 0.008 
kAbir kibir big 0.008 
kerla kerla Kera la 0.016 
kalcsm kalcem speech 0.024 
kales' xalos' finished 0.008 
yalos' xalos' . finished 0.008 
katir kI9ir many 0.049 
kol kol all 0.008 
kulhum kolhom all of them 0.008 
kolli kullo all of it 0.008 
kollo kullo all of it 0.098 
kospora kozbora cilantro 0.016 
kuwa1j1s kwarjrs good 0.008 
kwa1j1s kwa1jrs good 0.049 
la la no 0.008 
ma ma not 0.057 
mawcf.3ud mawctud available 0.032 
ma deem ma deem madam, wife 0.024 
madrces madrces Madras 0.016 
mo mo mo mo mom 0.016 
maqdumsja bagdums parsley 0.008 
maynb lmayn:b dusk 0.008 
mujla:la mujlala problem 0.008 
mazra)a mazra)a farm 0.016 
nafar nafar person 0.065 
nom nom sleep 0.049 
net net net 0.024 
n:jced 1rnjceO' Riyadh 0.008 
rjcel rjcel riyal 0.008 
ruh ruh go 0.090 
rummcen rummam pommegrante 0.024 
sawa sawa together 0.016 
see) a see) a hour 0.008 
sagir s'Ayir small 0.016 
sini sini Sini 0.008 
sjced s'arjad fisherman 0.008 
salcemu assalcemu peace 0.008 
samak samak fish 0.024 
sane sana year 0.008 
sa)ud1ja ISS)Udija Saudi Arabia 0.008 
subceh s'Abceli morning 0.008 
s'ubc:eh s'Abceli morning 0.008 
sugl Juyl work, job 0.040 
sugul Juyl work, job 0.008 
Jug I Juyl work, job 0.008 
tceni eceni another 0.016 
t1ronadoyro t1ronadoyro Tironadogro 0.008 
talceta 9alee9a three 0.024 
taleetin 9alee9in thirty 0.008 
tamr tamr dates 0.016 
t'ul t'ul straight 0.016 
)omar )umar Omar 0.032 
wceh1d wceli1d one 0.049 
wc:eh1d wceh1d one 0.008 
wnus' wnus' and a half 0.008 
waralbet waralbet behind the 
house 0.008 
xeen xcen Khan 0.024 
za1tun zetun olive 0.008 
hameem hamcem pigeons 0.008 
Bas 
Subject's Native speaker's English Token-type 
pronunciation pronunciation gloss ratio 
ab bi )abbi fill up 0.006 
adiJa 11nadi9a Haditha 0.006 
hadifa 11nadi9a Haditha 0.006 
nadifa Illiadi9a Haditha 0.012 
a I ar yes 0.012 
ama ama)am yes 0.006 
na)am na)am yes 0.110 
aIWa aIWa yeah 0.012 
akl akl eating 0.006 
aku ax brother 0.006 
alg1ra1jaat lgra1j~t Gurayat 0.006 
gxraxjaat lgra1j~t Gu ray at 0.006 
alhin a In in now 0.018 
aljom 1ljom today 0.018 
jom jom day 0.098 
om jom day 0.006 
jomen jomen two days 0.012 
amdolla alnamdolrllaah thank God 0.006 
nJaa++a nJc.eftAh God willing 0.006 
ana ana I 0.006 
arbA) arba)a four 0.006 
arbAffA)J arba)t'A~J fourteen 0.006 
arbat'A )far arba)t'A )Jar fourteen 0.006 
a)t'et a)t'et I gave 0.006 
a~"t'ik a)t'ik I give you 0.006 
awwal awwal first 0.006 
)afcen )afaan because 1 0.006 
mm Jam mmfcen because 0.006 
b~sawarced:3 baasurocf3 Basu raj 0.012 
bcesuro3 baasurocf3 Basu raj 0.006 
bobo bobo dad 0.006 
ba)den ba)den then 0.012 
be) be) sale 0.024 
bi? bi) sell 0.006 
bi) bi) sell 0.024 
nbi? nbi7 we sell 0.006 
bet bet house 0.006 
bard bard cold 0.006 
bas bas only 0.098 
bat' a bat' a Batta 0.006 
budjappa budjappa Budyappa 0.012 
c:f3adid c:f31did new 0.006 
c:f3ib cJ:3ib bring 0.006 
md.3ibu nd3ibu we bring it 0.006 
fi fi there is, in 0.165 
furJa furJa brush 0.006 
gcelab gcel1b mould 0.006 
QA bl gab I before 0.006 
gas ii yasil washing 0.006 
gass1I yass1I wash 0.006 
gullor gullor Gu liar 0.012 
hceOa hceOa this 0.006 
heed a hceOa this 0.024 
hma. hma here 0.024 
hncek hncek there 0.024 
Jahren Jahren two months 0.006 
hutt'u flutt'u put it 0.006 
huttu flutt'o put it 0.018 
huwwa howwa he 0.006 
i i yeah 0.012 
1ld.3uma 1lc:f3um\a Friday 0.006 
1lcJ:3um\a 1lcf.3um\a Friday 0.006 
117ahad 117aliad Sunday 0.006 
II had 117aliad Sunday 0.006 
1l1tnen 1l1Snen Monday 0.006 
1lkamis 1lxamis Thursday 0.012 
117arbA\ 1l?arb1\a Wednesday 0.006 
1lsabt ISSabt Saturday 0.030 
1ltalceta 199alce9a Tuesday 0.006 
mdi \mdi I have 0.006 
1smak 1smak your name 0.012 
1srin \1Jrin twenty 0.018 
jid.3i j1c:f3i he comes 0.042 
j1rc:f3a\ j1rcf.3a\ he returns 0.012 
ja\mxl j1\m1I he does 0.006 
ja\ni ja\ni that is 0.030 
kcem1I kcem1I complete 0.006 
kcens1I kcens1I cancel 0.006 
kl:da kIOa like this 0.006 
kilu kilo kilo 0.024 
kalli xalli leave, let 0.006 
kalos' xalos' finished 0.006 
kamsa xamsa five 0.006 
kubus xubz bread 0.006 
kuboz xubz bread 0.006 
kul kul all 0.006 
kullu kullu all of it 0.036 
kwaijIS kwaijIS good 0.024 
la la no 0.042 
)ala )ala on 0.012 
)alekum )alekum on you 0.006 
loha Iona license plate 0.012 
ma ma not 0.104 
mawsam maws1m season 0.006 
Jameel JamCBI north 0.006 
mabsuf mabsuf happy 0.018 
mJ1ktu msxktu I caught it 0.006 
mm mm from 0.012 
mi tar mxtr meter 0.006 
ma)ak ma)ak with you 0.006 
mo mu not 0.006 
moja moja water 0.018 
marrA marrA one time 0.012 
martfid1s marsid1s Mercedes 0.006 
mukcela muxCBlafa violation 0.006 
mukcelaf muxcelafa violation 0.006 
mum km mum km possible, maybe 0.012 
murur murur traffic police 0.006 
mu?assas mu?assasa establishment 0.006 
mazbuf mazbut' correct 0.012 
na) no) kind, type 0.006 
nora no re north 0.006 
nasit nsit I forgot 0.006 
nus' nus' half 0.018 
rAc:f3I) rAcf3I) return 0.006 
nscela nscela letter 0.018 
rascela nscela letter 0.006 
rjal rjcel riyal 0.012 
ros ros head 0.024 
ruh run go 0.049 
truh trun you go 0.012 
sa1jcera sa1jcera car 0.012 
sawa sawa together 0.012 
sawweto sawweto I did it 0.006 
scs\a scs\a hour 0.018 
sab\a sab\a seven 0.006 
sil Jil remove 0.018 
s1sma J1smo what's its 
name 0.006 
Sitta s1tta six 0.006 
salcsmo assalcemo peace 0.006 
sana sana year 0.006 
sanna sana year 0.006 
s'andug s'1mdug box 0.006 
\asarAh \afra ten 0.006 
suf Juf see 0.006 
so bah s'Abcefl morning 0.012 
sogl Joy I work, job 0.006 
Jog I Joy I work, job 0.006 
foyl , foyl work, job 0.012 
sorb Jorb drinking 0.012 
t'a1jora t'a1jora plane 0.006 
tahl1ja tafll1ja water 
desalination 0.006 
tal3 9alcf3 ice 0.012 
talcf3 9alcf3 ice 0.006 
talz 9ald3 ice 0.012 
tallceia 9allced3a refrigerator 0.006 
talcs ta 9alce9a three 0.012 
tamceni Samcemja eight 0.006 
trella trella trailer 0.024 
tarand3it trcenzit transit 0.006 
t'ul t'ul straight 0.018 
wcshad Wa3f1Id one 0.006 
wcehxdo wee ludo one and 0.012 
waddi waddi take 0.012 
waggaf waggif stop, park 0.012 
wa3n wazn weight 0.006 
wazn wazn weight 0.006 
wara wara behind 0.012 
wazah wad3h face 0.006 
wazhak wad3hak your face 0.006 
xalos' xalos' finished 0.006 
Zibl Zibl manure 0.006 
madcem ma deem madam, wife 0.006 
w 
Subject's Native speaker's English Token-type 
pronunciation pronunciation gloss ratio 
abjAd' abjAO' white 0.014 
ah ah uh 0.007 
axwa axwa yeah 0.092 
akl akl eating 0.007 
alhin alliin now 0.035 
ana ana I 0.021 
arb arba)a four 0.007 
arbi )arAbi Arabic 0.007 
bxl)arAbi b1l)arAbi in Arabic 0.007 
asa )aJa dinner 0.007 
awwal awwal first 0.042 
batar bAttar butter 0.014 
z1bda Zibda butter 0.021 
ba1d'a beO'a egg 0.007 
bed' beO' eggs 0.007 
ba)den ba)den then 0.028 
ba)dn bat den then 0.014 
be bi be bi baby 0.007 
bAflO bAffalo buffalo 0.007 
d3amus d3amus buffalo 0.007 
bagar bagAr cows 0.007 
bakar bagAr cows 0.014 
b1llel bxllel at night 0.007 
bans in bamzin gasoline 0.007 
bard bard cold 0.007 
brek brek brake 0.014 
brekat brekat brakes 0.007 
bas bas only 0.014 
batt'A batt'A Batta 0.028 
dac:f.3ac:f.3 dad3ad.3 chickens 0.021 
cJ.31bna d.31bna cheese 0.014 
d'ohr O'ohr noon 0.007 
d.3owwa d.3owwa inside· 0.007 
fi fi there is, in 0.234 
fot'ur fot'ur breakfast 0.007 
Jaggal Jayyal in operation 0.007 
Jayal Jayycel in operation 0.014 
gir gir gear 0.021 
gist'a gift'A cream 0.007 
gIJt'a gift'A cream 0.007 
gobos xobz bread 0.014 
kobos xobz bread 0.007 
hawa hawa air 0.007 
hc:eOa hc:eOa this 0.021 
hc:eda haaOa this 0.106 
haadi haaOi this (sing.,fem.) 0.007 
haaOi haaOi this 0.007 
hc:endl haandl handle 0.007 
id id handle 0.014 
haar Jic:er hot 0.007 
had id Jiadid iron, steel 0.014 
hmdi hmdi Indian 0.007 
ha lib Jialib milk 0.007 
Ifaara 1Jc:era signal 0.007 
1c:J:3cesa 1c:J:3aaza vacation 0.007 
1mJi 1mJi go 0.007 
jimJi j1mJi he goes 0.007 
ruh run go 0.007 
1tnen 18nen two 0.007 
tnen Sn en two 0.014 
jtd.3i jtc:J:3i he comes 0.021 
jtd)as j1d)as he runs over 0.014 
ja)ni ja)ni that is 0.028 
kaJab xaJab wood 0.014 
kabir kibir big 0.007 
kahrAba kahrAba electricity 0.014 
kalos xalos' finished 0.021 
klatf klatf clutch 0.007 
kamsa xamsa five 0.007 
knJnan knJnan Krishnan 0.007 
karrot xarrot' turner 0.014 
kASSit kass1t cassette 0.007 
Jarit' J1rit' cassette 0.014 
katir kI8ir many 0.014 
koratjcet lgraijret' Gurayat 0.007 
korsi korsi chair 0.007 
kAvArcet kafarcet tires 0.007 
kwatjIS kwaijIS good 0.007 
la? la? no 0.049 
la la no 0.063 
labna labna sour cream 0.007 
laba'l. la ban yogurt 0.007 
lesans laxsans license 0.007 
ruks(a ruxstA license 0.007 
ruxsta ruxs(A license 0.014 
1Iha3m lnCBm welding 0.014 
l1ssa l1ssa not yet 0.007 
lamba lamba lamp 0.007 
loha Iona plate 0.007 
plet plet plate 0.007 
Ion Ion color 0.007 
ma) ma) with 0.007 
ma ma not 0.049 
m1J mxJ not 0.014 
mawd3ud mawd.3ud available 0.007 
maws1m mawsxm season 0.014 
mikaniki mxkaniki mechanic 0.007 
mekCBnik mrkaniki mechanic 0.007 
mallu ma)lum known 0.007 
moja moja water 0.007 
mas but mazbutt right 0.007 
mazbut' mazbuf right 0.014 
matfi mat'fi turned off 0.014 
musad31I musad.311 recorder 0.007 
na)am na)am yes 0.014 
no) no) kind 0.007 
rodjo rodjo radio 0.014 
rus ruz rice 0.007 
saxjCBra sa1jCBra car 0.063 
sawa sawa together 0.042 
sawwCBk sawwcsg driver 0.007 
sawwi sawwi. do 0.014 
sad.3ar Jad.3ar trees 0.014 
sacJ.3ara Jad.3ara trees 0.007 
sem sem same 0.014 
ser ser belt 0.007 
sahr Jahr month 0.007 
sik six (iron) bar 0.014 
Siik Siik wire 0.035 
Sitta s1tta six 0.021 
sane sana year 0.021 
stul stul stool 0.007 
subah StAba3Ji morning 0.007 
sur~a sur)a speed 0.007 
swarja Jwa1ja a little bit 0.014 
Jwa1ja Jwaija a little bit 0.014 
tawla t'awla table 0.007 
ta9ni eceni another 0.028 
tarmos tu rm us thermos 0.007 
Juf Juf see 0.042 
mufta m:rfta9n key 0.007 
Ju gal Juyl work, job 0.021 
unni onni Unni 0.007 
wall a wa++Ah I swear to God 0.007 
wza9mur wzcemur and a horn 0.007 
za1 za1 like 0.007 
set zet oil 0.007 
zet zet oil 0.014 
zetu zetun olive 0.007 
zetun zetun olive 0.007 
nasit nsit I forgot 0.007 
B 
Subject's Native speaker's English Token-type 
pronunciation pronunciation gloss ratio 
atwa aIWa yeah 0.035 
ajaal )jaal children 0.035 
Ijaaf ~'jaal children 0.017 
ana ana I 0.122 
Jayyaal Jayyasl in operation 0.035 
ba)den bat den then 0.105 
d'Arb O'Arb hitting 0.017 
d'o O'aw light 0.017 
fi fi there is, in 0.228 
fit fit feet 0.017 
fog fog up, over 0.017 
goddcem gxddaam straight ahead 0.035 
haaOa haaOa this 0.017 
haadi haaOi this 0.017 
hAh hAh huh 0.017 
hma hma here 0.052 
hnaak hnaak there 0.017 
ho ho he 0.035 
horub hrub running away 0.017 
1Jaara 1Jcera traffic light 0.017 
1lmo?assasa xlmo7assasa the 
establishment 0.017 
tmd tmd at 0.017 
j1bki jibki he cries 0.017 
j1cf.3i j1c:f3i he comes 0.070 
katir kISir many 0.070 
kam kaan was 0.017 
kida kIOa like this 0.122 
kilo kilo kilo 0.017 
kamsa xamsa five 0.035 
kamsawnos' xamsawnos' five and 
a half 0.017 
kollo kollo all of it 0.035 
la la no 0.017 
law law if 0.017 
ljom ljom today 0.017 
ma ma not 0.087 
mm mm from 0.035 
taamra taamra red 0.017 
mo Ji mafi walking 0.017 
mosad3al mosad31I recorder 0.035 
ncss ncss people 0.017 
ruh ruta go 0.017 
saddam sfadam hit (a car) 0.087 
srdam s'adam hit (a car) 0.017 
sa1jcera sa1j~ra car 0.140 
Sittin srttin sixty 0.017 
t'Ila) t'Ala) came up 0.017 
f Ala) t'Ala) came up 0.017 
t'Affi t'Affi turn off 0.017 
tnen en en two 0.017 
t'ul t'ul straight 0.017 
wara wara behind 0.070 
waggaf waggif stop 0.070 
walad walad boy 0.017 
Jwa1ja Jwarja a little bit 0.017 
wee ta ad wceta1d one 0.017 
wceh1d wee ta rd one 0.070 
wazn wazn weight 0.017 
Q 
Subject's Native speaker's English Token-type 
pronunciation pronunciation gloss ratio 
abjAO' abjAO' white 0.014 
ah ah uh 0.042 
at a1 yes 0.007 
azwa azwa yeah 0.098 
akl akl eating 0.007 
Jacf3ar Jacf3ar trees 0.035 
Ja3ar Jacf3ar trees 0.007 
alfacf3ar 1JJad3ar the trees 0.007 
1Jfacf3ar 1JJacf3ar the trees 0.021 
1Jfa3ar 1Jfad3ar the trees 0.007 
ana. ana I 0.084 
arbA) arba)a four 0.007 
awwal awwal first 0.007 
axO'Ar axO'Ar green 0.021 
w?axlfAr w7ax0'Ar and green 0.014 
eceni eceni second 0.014 
ncer ncer hot 0.007 
bobo bobo dad 0.042 
nabba flabba piece 0.007 
baden ba)den then 0.007 
ba)dn ba)den then 0.021 
ba)den ba)den then 0.035 
)abdolqod1r )abd1lqod1r Abdulqader 0.007 
bancf3ceb pAncf3ceb Punjab 0.007 
barrAh barrAh outside 0.035 
bas bas only 0.014 
bat' ix batt'ix watermelon 0.014 
bonni bonni brown 0.007 
d3abal d3abal mountain 0.007 
d3oz1lhmd d3oZilhmd the coconut 0.014 
cf3ozalhmd cf3oZilhmd the coconut 0.007 
hacJ3ar hacf3ar stone 0.042 
hacf.3ar liacf3ar stone 0.007 
ef ef what 0.014 
Ju ef what 0.007 
eh eh eh 0.028 
fi fi there is, in 0.570 
Jams Jams the sun 0.007 
f1JJams f1JJams in the sun 0.007 
fog fog up, over 0.007 
fok fog up, over 0.007 
furn furn oven, bakery 0.014 
furq farq difference 0.007 
gird gird monkey 0.028 
gard ·Qird monkey 0.007 
1lg1rd 1lg1rd the monkey 0.007 
mAnki mAnki monkey 0.014 
mAngi mAnki monkey 0.021 
s1)dcen s1)dcen ape 0.007 
gamh gamli wheat 0.028 
hceOa hceOa this 0.070 
heed a hceOa this 0.014 
hceOi hceOi this 0.028 
hAh. ha huh 0.014 
hma hma here 0.007 
Jahr Jahr month 0.014 
huwwa huwwa he 0.021 
1gt<nA) IQt'A' cut 0.007 
qt<A) IQt'A' cut 0.007 
Jil Jil remove 0.007 
Jilo Jilu remove it 0.007 
ImSik 1ms1k catch 0.021 
In m if 0.007 
'Ind 'md at 0.049 
'mdo 'mdo at his place 0.007 
18nen 10nen two 0.014 
InZII InZII get down 0.007 
1smo 1smo his (its) name 0.021 
1smos 1smo. his (its) name 0.014 
1stanna 1stanna wait 0.007 
j1cf3i j1d3i he comes 0.042 
j13i j1d3i he comes 0.007 
j1t'la' j1fla) he climbs 0.007 
ja)ni ja,ni that is 0.014 
jom jam day 0.035 
kabir kibir big 0.007 
kerla kerla Kera la 0.007 
k10a kIOa like this 0.007 
kida kl:Oa like this 0.007 
kin makina - machine 0.007 
mak makina machine 0.007 
makina makina machine 0.014 
ka9ir kI9ir many 0.091 
kulla kullu all of it 0.014 
kullo kullu all of it 0.007 
kullu kullu all of it 0.014 
la? la? no 0.014 
la la no 0.049 
9alce9a 9alce9a three 0.007 
Ice km lcelan but 0.049 
leJ leJ why 0.014 
lnin a In in now 0.007 
lo ya luya language 0.007 
ma ma not 0.112 
mm mm from 0.028 
Jammcem Jammcem cantaloupe 0.007 
marrA marrA one time 0.021 
mudawar mdawar circular 0.014 
mom km momkin possible,maybe 0.035 
nafar nafar person 0.014 
no\ no) kind 0.007 
yof xof fear 0.007 
xof xof fear 0.014 
xof xof fear 0.007 
)a Jara )afra ten 0.014 
O'Arab O'Arab hit 0.021 
O'Arb O'Arb hitting 0.049 
O'Arabt O'Arabt I hit 0.007 
O'Arabtu O'Arabto I hit him 0.007 
O'Arabo O'Arabu he hit him 0.007 
Jarq1ja Jargxja eastern 0.014 
run run go 0.021 
ruz ruz rice 0.042 
sawwi sawwi do 0.028 
Sikkin Sikkin knife 0.007 
Zikkin Sikkin knife 0.007 
s'Ayir s'Ayir small 0.028 
Sitta Sitta six 0.007 
)as'oja )as'oja stick 0.014 
sana sana year 0.007 
sana sane year 0.021 
sa\udi ISS\Udija Saudi Arabia 0.021 
t'awil t'awil tall, long 0.007 
t'Iliin t'Aliin flour 0.007 
t'Aliina t'Aliin flour 0.007 
t\liina t'Aliin flour 0.007 
t'Aliin t'Aliin flour 0.014 
talat'A ~Jar 9alat'A~Jar thirteen 0.007 
tamr tamr dates 0.014 
t'Ari t'Ari tender 0.007 
ta lit ta lit down, below 0.028 
f ufto fufto I saw it 0.007 
fmtt'o liutt'o put it 0.014 
fwa1ja Jwa1ja a little bit 0.014 
wcehid wcen1d one 0.007 
ween Id wcen1d one 0.021 
xamsa xamsa five 0.007 
xamst'A~Jar xamst'A ~I ar fifteen 0.007 
xobz xobz bread 0.028 
xoO'ra xoO'ra vegetables 0.007 
za1 za1 like 0.077 
zar~ zar~ plants 0.007 
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Phonetic Chart for 0 
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Diphthongs: aI, aw 
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Affricates: d.3, 1f 
Diphthongs: a1, aw 
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Phonetic Chart for W 
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Affricates: cf3, 'ij' 
Diphthongs: a1, aw 
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Diphthongs: az, aw 
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Diphthongs: ar, aw 
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Phonetic Chart for all subjects 
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